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Abstract

Every conformal field theory (CFT) above two dimensions contains an infinite set of Regge

trajectories of local operators which, at large spin, asymptote to “double-twist” composites

with vanishing anomalous dimension. In two dimensions, due to the existence of local conformal

symmetry, this and other central results of the conformal bootstrap do not apply. We incorporate

exact stress tensor dynamics into the CFT2 analytic bootstrap, and extract several implications

for AdS3 quantum gravity. Our main tool is the Virasoro fusion kernel, which we newly analyze

and interpret in the bootstrap context. The contribution to double-twist data from the Virasoro

vacuum module defines a “Virasoro Mean Field Theory” (VMFT); its spectrum includes a

finite number of discrete Regge trajectories, whose dimensions obey a simple formula exact in

the central charge c and external operator dimensions. We then show that VMFT provides

a baseline for large spin universality in two dimensions: in every unitary compact CFT2 with

c > 1 and a twist gap above the vacuum, the double-twist data approaches that of VMFT at

large spin `. Corrections to the large spin spectrum from individual non-vacuum primaries are

exponentially small in
√
` for fixed c. We analyze our results in various large c limits. Further

applications include a derivation of the late-time behavior of Virasoro blocks at generic c; a

refined understanding and new derivation of heavy-light blocks; and the determination of the

cross-channel limit of generic Virasoro blocks. We deduce non-perturbative results about the

bound state spectrum and dynamics of quantum gravity in AdS3.
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1 Introduction and summary

Recent years have seen enormous progress in understanding generic conformal field theories (CFTs),

largely through conformal bootstrap methods. Some of the most powerful results exist at large N

or in an expansion in large spin, where analytic methods reveal features of the operator product

expansion (OPE) that are universal to all CFTs. In two dimensions, the enhancement of spacetime

symmetry to the infinite-dimensional Virasoro algebra would seem to aid efforts to analytically

explore the space of CFTs and, via holography, the properties of AdS3 quantum gravity. While

this has proven true in certain kinematic and parametric limits, Virasoro symmetry has been

frustratingly difficult to harness for theories deep in the irrational regime at finite central charge,

without any small parameters.

In this paper, we will combine some of the maxims of recent analytic bootstrap studies in higher

dimensions with the power of Virasoro symmetry to uncover universal properties of irrational CFTs

at finite central charge, and their implications for AdS3 quantum gravity. These results represent
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the complete, exact summation of the stress tensor contributions to certain OPE data. To do this,

we will leverage the power of an underexploited tool, the Virasoro fusion kernel.

1.1 Motivation by inversion

A key conceptual and technical tool in the modern conformal bootstrap is the Lorentzian inversion

formula for four-point functions [1] (see also [2, 3]). This is a transform which acts on a four-point

correlation function to extract the spectral data of intermediate states, providing an inverse to the

conformal block expansion. The Lorentzian inversion formula (as opposed to a Euclidean inversion

formula [4]) makes manifest the analyticity in spin of CFT OPE data: in particular, it shows that

CFT operators live in analytic families – “Regge trajectories” – which asymptote at large spin

to the double-twist (or higher multi-twist) operators whose existence was first discovered by the

lightcone bootstrap [5–7] (see [8–12] for subsequent developments prior to [1]). In this way, the

Lorentzian inversion formula goes beyond the large spin expansion, and implies a rigid structure of

the OPE in any CFT.

Inversion may be carried out block-by-block, inverting T-channel conformal blocks to find the

dual spectrum and OPE coefficients in the S-channel. These data are encoded in the poles and

residues of the 6j symbol for the conformal group SO(d+1, 1), also known as the crossing kernel, as

it decomposes blocks in one channel in the cross-channel [13]. Inverting the contribution of the unit

operator gives the OPE data of double-twist operators of Mean Field Theory (MFT), schematically

of the form :Oi�n∂`Oj : with traces subtracted. In many cases of interest – most notably, at large

N or in the lightcone limit – the exchange of the unit operator parametrically dominates the

correlation function in a particular channel. Including other T-channel operators gives corrections

and additional contributions to this. Analysis in the lightcone limit implies that the spectrum of any

d > 2 (unitary, compact) CFT approaches that of MFT at large spin, with anomalous dimensions

suppressed by inverse powers of spin `−2ht , where ht is the twist (2ht = ∆t− `t) of some T-channel

operator. These are the double-twist Regge trajectories present in every CFT in d > 2, dual to

towers of two-particle states in AdS, which are well separated, and hence non-interacting, at large

spin.

What about two dimensions? From the above perspective, it is well-appreciated that two-

dimensional CFTs are exceptional. Unitarity does not impose a gap in twist above the vacuum,

and in particular, every operator in the Virasoro vacuum module – namely, the stress tensor and

its composites – has zero twist. Since these operators all contribute to the large spin expansion at

leading order, the analysis of higher dimensions is not valid. So the question remains, in a two-

dimensional CFT at finite central charge, what do the double-twist Regge trajectories look like?

Phrasing the same question in dual quantum gravitational language: in AdS3 quantum gravity

coupled to matter, what is the spectrum of two-particle states? Because the gravitational potential

does not fall off at large distance in three dimensions, the interactions do not become weak, even at

large spin. By solving this problem, one might also hope to infer lessons from the two-dimensional

case for summing stress tensor effects on Regge trajectories in higher dimensions. In d > 2, stress
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tensor dynamics are not universal, as the TT OPE can contain arbitrary primaries consistent with

the symmetries. Even when there is Einstein gravity in the IR thanks to a large higher spin gap

in the CFT [14], summing stress tensor dynamics to access Planckian processes in gravity is out of

reach.

It is not possible to solve this problem by global inversion of a Virasoro block because no simple

expression is known for the block. Moreover, the Lorentzian inversion formula does not incorporate

Virasoro symmetry, as its output is the OPE data for the primaries under the finite-dimensional

global conformal algebra (quasiprimaries), rather than under the Virasoro algebra.1 While some

perturbative results exist in which the stress tensor is treated as a quasiprimary [13, 15–20], what

we are after is the full incorporation of the two-dimensional stress tensor dynamics, which are

completely determined by the Virasoro algebra, into the above picture.

Notwithstanding the important qualitative differences between two and higher dimensions, we

will achieve this by adopting the same “inversion” strategy of branching T-channel conformal blocks

into S-channel data. Remarkably, formulas for a Virasoro 6j symbol, the object that we refer to as

the fusion kernel (also called the crossing kernel), has been known for some time [21–23]. We will

also apply the fusion kernel to various other problems in AdS3/CFT2, demonstrating its power and

versatility.

1.2 The Virasoro fusion kernel

For this section, and the majority of the paper, we will focus on four-point functions of two pairs

of operators O1,O2,

〈O1(0)O2(z, z̄)O2(1)O1(∞)〉 =
∑
s

C2
12sFS(αs)F̄S(ᾱs) =

∑
t

C11tC22tFT (αt)F̄T (ᾱt), (1.1)

where we have written the conformal block expansion in the S-channel, involving the O1O2 OPE,

and the T-channel, involving the OPE of identical pairs of operators. In this expression, F(α)

denotes a holomorphic Virasoro block in the indicated channel, with intermediate holomorphic

conformal weights labelled by α, in a parameterisation that we will introduce presently. Dependence

on the dimensions of external operators is suppressed, along with kinematic dependence on locations

of operators. In a diagonal basis 〈OiOj〉 ∝ δij (possible given our assumption that the theory is

compact), the identity operator will appear in the T-channel.

As we will soon see, it is natural to express the central charge c and conformal weight h in terms

of parameters b and α, respectively, as

c = 1 + 6Q2, Q = b+ b−1, h(α) = α(Q− α), (1.2)

along with antiholomorphic counterpart ᾱ related in the same way to h̄ = h + `, where ` is the

spin. We call α the “momentum,” in analogy with the terminology of the Coulomb gas or linear

1Here and throughout we take “primary” to mean Virasoro primary, and “quasiprimary” to mean sl(2) primary.
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dilaton theory, or Liouville theory, for which α is related to a target-space momentum (perhaps

most familiar from vertex operators of the free boson at c = 1). For irrational unitary theories

with c > 1 and h, h̄ ≥ 0 for all operators, highest-weight representations of the Virasoro algebra fall

into two qualitatively different ranges, depending on whether h lies above or below the threshold(
Q
2

)2
= c−1

24 . For h < c−1
24 , we can choose 0 < α < Q

2 , but for h > c−1
24 , we have complex α ∈ Q

2 +iR;

we will denote these the ‘discrete’ and ‘continuum’ ranges, respectively, for reasons that will become

clear imminently.

The fusion kernel, which we denote by Sαsαt , decomposes a T-channel Virasoro block in terms

of S-channel blocks:

FT (αt) =

∫
C

dαs
2i

SαsαtFS(αs) (1.3)

We will use an explicit closed-form expression for the kernel Sαsαt due to Ponsot and Teschner

[21, 22], presented in the next section. Apart from early work [23] that used the kernel to show

that Liouville theory solves the bootstrap equation through the DOZZ formula [24, 25], its utility

for analytic conformal bootstrap has only recently been appreciated [26–31].

Support of the fusion kernel

Without giving the explicit formula for the kernel itself, let us briefly summarize an important

property for our purposes, namely its support, i.e. the set of S-channel representations that appear

in the decomposition of a T-channel block.

If the external operators are sufficiently heavy that Re(α1 + α2) > Q
2 , then the contour C in

(1.3) can be chosen to run along the vertical line αs = Q
2 + iR, meaning that the T-channel block

is supported on S-channel blocks in the continuum range of αs:

FT (αt) =

∫ ∞
0

dP SαsαtFS(αs = Q
2 + iP ) (1.4)

However, Sαsαt is a meromorphic function of αs, and has poles at

αm := α1 + α2 +mb (1.5)

that, for sufficiently light external operators, may cross the contour αs = Q
2 + iR. In the case of

unitary external operator weights, when α1 + α2 <
Q
2 (αi necessarily real, in the ‘discrete’ range),

the integral acquires additional contributions given by the residues of these poles:

FT (αt) =
∑
m

−2π Res
αs=αm

{SαsαtFS(αs)}+

∫ ∞
0

dP SαsαtFS(αs = Q
2 + iP ) (1.6)

The sum runs over nonnegative integers m such that the location of the corresponding pole satisfies

αm < Q
2 .2 The distinct ways in which light and heavy operators appear in this decomposition is

why we have dubbed these ranges of dimensions ‘discrete’ and ‘continuous’ respectively.

2If c ≤ 25, for which b is a pure phase, only the m = 0 term can be present; this ensures the reality of various

results to follow. For c > 25 we have chosen the convention 0 < b < 1.
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For αt = 0, corresponding to the exchange of the identity multiplet, Sαs1 has simple poles,

so the blocks FS(αm) appear with coefficient given by the residue of the kernel. In other cases

(αt 6= 0), they are instead double poles, so the residue of the kernel times the block includes a term

proportional to the derivative of the block with respect to αs, evaluated on the pole.

1.3 Summary of physical results

The main technical work of analysing the fusion kernel using the integral formula is in section 2.

This includes its analytic structure and residues of poles contributing to (1.6); a closed-form, non-

integral expression for T-channel vacuum exchange, given in (2.16); and various pertinent limits of

the kernel. This also leads straightforwardly to a derivation of the cross-channel behavior of Virasoro

blocks. Subsequent sections will use the resulting formulas for various physical applications to CFT2

and AdS3 quantum gravity, the main results of which we now summarise.

Quantum Regge trajectories and stress tensor corrections to MFT

In every compact CFT, the vacuum Verma module contributes to the T-channel expansion of the

four-point function under consideration. Inverting the vacuum Virasoro block by taking αt = 0, the

kernel Sαs1 (times its antiholomorphic counterpart) is the corresponding “OPE spectral density”

of Virasoro primaries in the S-channel, henceforth referred to simply as the spectral density. This

spectral density is the finite central charge deformation of MFT double-twist data which takes

into account contributions from all Virasoro descendants of the identity. This motivates the term

“Virasoro Mean Field Theory” (VMFT) to refer to the OPE data resulting from inversion of the

Virasoro vacuum block (including both left- and right-moving halves). Note that, unlike the case

for MFT, this does not correspond to a sensible correlation function; in particular the spectrum

of VMFT is continuous and contains non-integral spins, so VMFT refers only to a formal, though

universal, set of OPE data. The results summarised here are discussed in more detail in section 3.1

Because the vacuum block factorises, we can describe the spectrum in terms of chiral oper-

ators, with the understanding that the full two-dimensional spectrum is obtained from products

of holomorphic and antiholomorphic operators. This chiral spectrum is the support of the fusion

kernel described above. This departs qualitatively from the infinite tower of evenly spaced Regge

trajectories in MFT. There is a finite discrete part of the spectrum, coming from the poles in (1.6),

and a continuous spectrum above h = c−1
24 . The discrete contributions appear at

αm = α1 + α2 +mb , for m = 0, 1, . . . ,
⌊
b−1

(
Q
2 − α1 − α2

)⌋
. (1.7)

For the discrete trajectories, inclusion of the Virasoro descendants therefore has the remarkably

simple effect that the MFT additivity of dimensions h is replaced by additivity of momenta α. The

dependence of this spectrum on central charge is pictured in figure 1.
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Figure 1: The twist spectrum of Virasoro double-twist operators arising from inversion of the

holomorphic vacuum block, i.e. the spectrum of VMFT. The twists of the external operators are

fixed while c varies. For a given central charge c, there is a discrete number of operators, shown as

the solid lines, below the continuum at h > c−1
24 , shaded in grey. The exact formula for the twists is

given in (1.8). Each line, when combined with an anti-holomorphic component, forms a quantum

Regge trajectory that is exactly linear in spin. At large c, one recovers the integer-spaced operators

of MFT.

Writing the result (1.7) in terms of the twist3, we find

hm = h1 + h2 +m+ δhm , where δhm = −2(α1 +mb)(α2 +mb) +m(1 +m)b2 < 0. (1.8)

The departure δhm from the corresponding MFT dimension is the exact anomalous twist due to

summation of all multi-traces built from the stress tensor. Note that if we take c → ∞ (b → 0)

with h1,2 fixed, δhm goes to zero, and the maximal value of m goes to infinity, recovering MFT. In

addition, δhm is always negative, so the twist is reduced when compared to those of MFT, seen by

the monotonicity in figure 1.

Including both chiral halves, the discrete set of twists (1.8) form what we call “quantum Regge

trajectories,” so named to reflect the finite-c summation and their duality to two-particle states in

AdS3 quantum gravity with GN finite in AdS units, as we discuss momentarily. These trajectories

are exactly linear in spin. We emphasize the distinction with the analogous problem in d > 2,

where two-particle dynamics at Planckian energies remain inaccessible.

The data of VMFT is modified by inclusion of other, non vacuum operators in the T-channel.

The spectrum is shifted by “anomalous twists”, coming from the double poles in the fusion kernel.

3In what follows we will use the term ‘twist’ (referring to τ = ∆ − ` = 2 min(h, h̄)) almost interchangeably with

the holomorphic conformal weights h. Likewise, we refer to δh as the ‘anomalous twist’.
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These anomalous twists from individual operators, as well as anomalous OPE coefficients, can be

formally computed from the coefficients of these poles, with the result given in (3.8). This is much

the same as inversion of global conformal blocks for non-unit operators, which give corrections to

MFT.

Large spin universality

The inversion of the T-channel vacuum block, giving the spectrum of VMFT discussed above, is

rather formal and not immediately obvious how it relates to physical data of actual CFTs, but in

some limits it is in fact universal. Just as MFT governs the large spin OPE of d > 2 CFTs, there

is a VMFT universality governing the spectrum of d = 2 CFTs:

In a unitary compact CFT2 with c > 1 and a positive lower bound on twists of non-vacuum

primaries, the OPE spectral density approaches that of VMFT at large spin.

This is made more precise in section 3.2. In particular, it means that there are Regge trajectories

of double-twist operators with twist approaching the discrete values in (1.8) at large spin, and that

Regge trajectories with twist approaching a different value of h < c−1
24 have parametrically smaller

OPE coefficients. The continuum for h > c−1
24 requires an infinite number of Regge trajectories

with h accumulating to c−1
24 at large spin, such that any given interval of twists above this value

contains an infinite number of operators with spectral density approaching that of VMFT.

We also compute the rate at which the asymptotic twist is approached by including an additional

T-channel operator with momenta (αt, ᾱt), given by the formula (3.15). At large spin ` = h̄ − h,

this scales as4

δh(αt,ᾱt)
m ≈ exp

(
−2πᾱt

√
`
)
. (1.9)

This decays much faster than the power-law suppression `−2h̄t one obtains in d > 2, or by ignoring

the stress tensor in d = 2 (for example, in computing correlation functions of a QFT in a fixed AdS3

background). We also compute δh
(αt,ᾱt)
m to leading order in a semiclassical regime of “Planckian

spins”, taking `→∞ and c→∞ with `
c and external operator dimensions fixed. The result, given

in (3.25), has the simple dependence

δh(αt,ᾱt)
m ∝

( c

6π
cosh(πp̄s)

)−2h̄t
, with p̄s ∼

1

2

√
24`

c
− 1 . (1.10)

This interpolates between the exponential behavior (1.9) at ` � c and the power `−2h̄t at ` � c,

where the latter is the original result of the lightcone bootstrap [5,6]. We give this a gravitational

interpretation in section 5.2.

For T-channel exchanges between identical operatorsO1 = O2 obeying αt < 2α1, upon including

the coefficient in (1.9), the anomalous twist of the leading Regge trajectory δh
(αt,ᾱt)
0 is negative.

4Throughout this paper, we use the notation x ∼ y to denote that x
y
→ 1 in the limit of interest, while we use

x ≈ y to specify the leading scaling, denoting in particular that | log(x)− log(y)| does not grow in the relevant limit.
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This can be thought of as a Virasoro version of Nachtmann’s theorem [5,32]: the leading large spin

correction to the twist of the first Regge trajectory is negative, so this trajectory is convex.

Because the arguments above ultimately rely on the form of the holomorphic fusion kernel, they

imply similar results about OPE asymptotics in limits of large conformal weight, rather than large

spin. As an explicit application of this, in section 3.4 we give the asymptotic average density of

“light-light-heavy” OPE coefficients in any unitary compact 2D CFT with c > 1 and a dimension

gap above the vacuum.

Cross-channel Virasoro blocks

While we derive these results purely from the crossing kernel, without direct reference to the four-

point function itself, we can relate this to methods of the original derivations of the lightcone

bootstrap [5, 6], which solved crossing in the lightcone limit z → 1 of the correlation function. See

appendix E for a review of the ‘old-fashioned’ lightcone bootstrap. This requires analysis of the

‘cross-channel’ limit of Virasoro blocks, which we provide in section 2.3 for both S- and T-channel

blocks.

We note that the lightcone bootstrap is one example of a large class of arguments determining

asymptotic OPE data from dominance of the vacuum in a kinematic limit, and crossing symmetry

or modular invariance [33–36]. The same strategy of using an appropriate fusion or modular kernel

could be applied to streamline these arguments. For this purpose, we note that there also exists

a modular kernel for primary one-point functions on the torus [21, 22, 37–39], and along with the

fusion kernel this is sufficient to encode any other example [40]. A particularly simple example is

Cardy’s formula for the asymptotic density of primary states [41,42].

Global limit and 1/c corrections

In section 4 we consider the global limit, in which we fix all conformal weights while taking c→∞
(b→ 0). This decouples the Virasoro descendants, and the Virasoro algebra contracts to its global

sl(2) subalgebra. In this limit, the number of discrete Regge trajectories is of order c, and the mth

VMFT trajectory becomes the mth MFT trajectory, with twists accumulating to hm = h1 +h2 +m

with m ∈ Z≥0. This provides a novel method for the computation of MFT OPE data, including

at subleading twist m 6= 0. At subleading orders in 1/c, one can systematically extract the large c

expansion of double-twist OPE data due to non-unit operators, by performing the small b expansion

near the mth pole. As a check, we recover the OPE data of MFT by taking the global limit of the

residues of the vacuum kernel, as well as some known results for double-twist anomalous dimensions

due to non-unit operators. These matches follow from a correspondence between the double-twist

poles of the Virasoro fusion kernel and a ‘holomorphic half’ of the global 6j symbol computed

in [13], the precise statement of which can be found in (4.5)–(4.6).

The data obtained in the 1/c expansion is useful for the study of correlation functions of light

operators in theories which admit weakly coupled AdS3 duals, especially if the CFT has a sparse
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light spectrum, whereupon the number of exchanges is parametrically bounded. Expansion of the

VMFT OPE data to higher orders in 1/c may be performed as desired, for example to extract the

anomalous dimension due to multi-graviton states.

AdS3 interpretation

The previous results all have an interpretation in AdS3 quantum gravity, which we discuss in section

5.1. The discrete quantum Regge trajectories are dual to two-particle bound states, while the

large spin continuum at h = c−1
24 corresponds to spinning black holes. Heuristically, this dichotomy

reflects the threshold for black hole formation at h = c−1
24 , including the quantum shift c→ c−1 not

visible in the classical regime [43]. The finiteness of the tower of discrete trajectories may be viewed

as a kind of quantum gravitational exclusion principle, reflecting the onset of black hole formation.

The negativity δhm < 0 of the VMFT anomalous twist given in (1.8) translates into a negative

binding energy in AdS3, thus reflecting the attractive nature of gravity at the quantum level. The

corrections δh
(αt,ᾱt)
m to the VMFT twists hm are dual to contributions to the two-particle binding

energy due to bulk matter. In higher dimensions, the decay `−2h of anomalous dimensions reflects

the exponential falloff of the h-mediated interaction between two particles, with orbit separated by

a distance of order log `. The d = 2 result (1.9) actually has precisely the same interpretation, with

the apparent discrepancy coming from a gravitational screening effect explained in section 5.2. The

particles orbiting in AdS come with a dressing of boundary gravitons, and at very large spin this

dressing carries most of the energy and angular momentum; this can be removed by a change of

conformal frame, corresponding to removing descendants to form a Virasoro primary state.

The addition of momentum α in VMFT has a simple geometric realisation in the semiclassical

regime in which O1 and O2 are dual to bulk particles that backreact to create conical defect

geometries. The deficit angle created by a particle, proportional to its classical mass, is ∆φi = 4π
Q αi.

The spectrum of discrete twists has the elegant bulk interpretation that the bulk masses, and hence

deficit angles, simply add according to (1.7). This is depicted in figure 2.

Heavy-light semiclassical limit

In section 6.1, we study the fusion kernel in the large c heavy-light limit of [7, 44], in which the

dimension of one pair of external operators scales with c, while the other pair have dimensions

fixed. This leads to two new derivations of heavy-light Virasoro blocks, one for the vacuum block

(recalled in (6.7)) for heavy operators above the black hole threshold at α = Q
2 , and another for

non-vacuum heavy-light blocks when the heavy operator is below the black hole threshold. The

result is obtained by actually performing the sums (1.6) over S-channel blocks, using knowledge

of Sαsαt and a simplification of the S-channel blocks in this limit. The derivation also gives a

new understanding of the emergence of the “forbidden singularities” of the heavy-light blocks, and

relates their resolution to the analytic stucture of the S-channel blocks.
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Figure 2: In the semiclassical regime, the additivity rule (1.7) for discrete momenta of large spin

double-twist operators translates into additivity of conical defect angles in AdS3, where the deficit

angle is ∆φ = 4π
Q α. The leading-twist operator, whose dual conical defect is depicted as the sum

of two constituent defects, has momentum α1 + α2. We have suppressed the 4π
Q for clarity.

Late time

One result that follows easily from our analysis is an analytic derivation of the behaviour of the

heavy-light Virasoro vacuum block at late Lorentzian times. This block was found numerically to

decay exponentially at early times, followed by a t−3/2 decay at late times [45, 46]. The idea here

is as follows: upon using the fusion kernel to write a T-channel block as an integral over S-channel

blocks, the time evolution gives a simple phase in the S-channel, and a saddle point computation

then yields the t−3/2 behaviour. This follows from the existence of a double zero of the fusion

kernel Sαs1 at αs = Q
2 , which is the relevant saddle point for this computation. The more complete

expression for the behaviour of the block is in (6.20). In fact, this power-law falloff is universal for

Virasoro blocks with Re(α1 + α2) > Q
2 ; neither large Q nor the semiclassical limit is required. In

the heavy-light case, we also derive the crossover time between the exponential and power law.

Looking forward, we anticipate an array of uses for the results herein, and for the fusion kernel

more generally. The validity of our results at finite c provides strong motivation to understand these

features of AdS3 quantum gravity directly in the bulk. To begin, it would be nice to perform bulk

calculations that match the 1/c expansion of the anomalous twist (1.8) for light external operators

(e.g. using Wilson lines [16, 47–50] or proto-fields [51]). Likewise, the effective theory in [52] may

also be capable of reproducing our results. One would also like to reproduce the all-orders result

from the bulk: namely, to find a gravitational calculation at large c and finite hi/c, possibly with m

of order c, that reproduces the complete δhm. As we pursue an improved understanding of irrational

two-dimensional CFT, perhaps the overarching question suggested by our results is the following:

with Virasoro symmetry under more control, can we build a better bootstrap in two dimensions?
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These developments sharpen the need for an explicit realization of an irrational compact CFT2 to

serve as a laboratory for the application of these ideas — a “3D Ising model for 2D.”5

Note added:

While this work was in preparation, the paper [54] appeared, which also derives the cross-channel

limit of the Virasoro blocks using the analytic structure of the crossing kernel in αs, and thereby

infers the leading accumulation points in the spectrum of twists at large spin for two-dimensional

CFTs at finite central charge.

2 Analyzing the fusion kernel

We begin by considering the most general four-point function of primary operators O1,2,3,4 in a

two-dimensional CFT,

G(z, z̄) = 〈O1(0, 0)O2(z, z̄)O3(1, 1)O4(∞,∞)〉, (2.1)

with conformal cross ratios (z, z̄). By appropriately taking the OPE between pairs of operators,

or, equivalently, inserting complete sets of states in radial quantisation, we can write this as a

sum over products of three-point coefficients Cijk with intermediate primary operators, times the

Virasoro conformal blocks. There are several choices of which operators to pair in this process,

which must give the same result; equating the expansion in the S- and T-channels results in the

crossing equation

G(z, z̄) =
∑
s

C12sCs34F21
34 (αs|z) F̄21

34 (ᾱs|z̄) =
∑
t

C14tCt32F23
14 (αt|1− z) F̄23

14 (ᾱt|1− z̄) , (2.2)

which imposes strong constraints on the OPE data of the CFT. The block F21
34 (α|z) is the con-

tribution to G(z, z̄) of holomorphic Virasoro descendants of a primary of weight h(α) in the OPE

taken between operators (12), (34), normalised such that

F21
34 (α|z) ∼ z−h1−h2+h(α) as z → 0. (2.3)

In this paper, we will not study this crossing equation directly, but rewrite it as a direct relation

between T- and S-channel OPE data.

We will henceforth employ the parameterization in terms of the “background charge” Q or

“Liouville coupling” b (defined by c = 1 + 6Q2, Q = b + b−1), and “momentum” α (defined by

h = α(Q − α)) introduced in (1.2).6 Note that h(α) = h(Q − α) and Q(b) = Q(b−1). We will fix

5Not to be confused with the 2D Ising model. We point out that the IR fixed point of the coupled Potts model [53]

is a potential candidate for such a theory, but its low-lying spectrum has not been conclusively pinned down.
6There are many reasons why this parameterisation is most natural. Minimal model values of c correspond to

negative rational values of b2, and for any c, degenerate representations of the Virasoro algebra occur at αr,s =

− 1
2
(rb+ sb−1), with r, s ∈ Z≥0.
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the choice of b by taking 0 < b < 1 if c > 25, and by taking b to lie on the unit circle in the first

quadrant if 1 < c < 25. For c > 1, unitarity of Virasoro highest-weight representations requires

that h ≥ 0. Our parameterisation naturally splits up this range of dimensions into two distinct

pieces:

0 < h <
c− 1

24
←→ 0 < α < Q

2 (discrete) (2.4)

h ≥ c− 1

24
←→ α ∈ Q

2 + iR (continuous) (2.5)

We call these the “discrete” and “continuous” ranges because, as we will see, the analytic structure

of the crossing kernel implies that T-channel blocks have support on S-channel blocks for a discrete

set of dimensions in (2.4), but over the whole continuum (2.5). This also echoes terminology

used in AdS3/CFT2. In Liouville theory, these correspond to dimensions of non-normalisable and

normalisable vertex operators respectively.

The defining identity for the fusion kernel is

F23
14 (αt|1− z) =

∫
C

dαs
2i

Sαsαt

[
α2 α1

α3 α4

]
F21

34 (αs|z), (2.6)

for which the contour of integration C will be discussed shortly. It is not obvious that such an

object should even exist, but nonetheless a closed form expression for S has been written down by

Ponsot and Teschner [21–23], which we present (without derivation) in a moment. (See also [55,56],

and [57] for a compact summary.) (2.6) is formally defined when all operators have momenta in

the continuum. As is the case in studies of the global crossing kernel, we will analytically continue

away from the continuum to infer OPE data about four-point functions of arbitrary highest weight

representations.

Perhaps a better interpretation is to view the fusion kernel not in terms of blocks, but as a map

between S-channel and T-channel OPE data. To do this, define the OPE spectral densities7 in S-

and T-channels,

c21
34(αs, ᾱs) :=

∑
p

C12pCp34δ(αs − αp)δ(ᾱs − ᾱp), c23
14(αt, ᾱt) :=

∑
p

C14pCp32δ(αt − αp)δ(ᾱt − ᾱp),

(2.7)

which allows us to write the correlation function G as the spectral density integrated against the

conformal blocks, in either channel. Replacing the T-channel block using the fusion kernel, then

stripping away the S-channel blocks, leads to the following reexpression of the crossing equation:

c21
34(αs, ᾱs) =

∫
C

dαt
2i

∫
C

dᾱt
2i

Sαsαt S̄ᾱsᾱt c
23
14(αt, ᾱt). (2.8)

This can be thought of as an expression for the S-channel spectrum as a linear operator acting on the

7The δ-functions supported at imaginary α may be unfamiliar, but make sense in a space of distributions dual to

holomorphic test functions (the only requirement being that the blocks are contained in this space).
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T-channel spectrum cs = S·ct (where we suppress the holomorphic-antiholomorphic factorisation)8.

In particular, including just a single block in the T-channel, as we will be doing for most of the

paper, Sαsαt S̄ᾱsᾱt simply gives the corresponding S-channel spectral density.

2.1 Integral form of the kernel

The closed-form expression for the fusion kernel requires the introduction of some special functions,

particularly Γb(x), which we define in appendix A, accompanied by a discussion of some of its

properties. The salient information is that Γb(x) is a meromorphic function with no zeros, and

poles at x = −mb − nb−1 for m,n ∈ Z≥0. In this sense, Γb can be thought of as analogous

to the usual Γ-function, but adapted to the lattice of points made by nonnegative integer linear

combinations of b, b−1 rather than just the integers. Using this function, along with

Sb(x) :=
Γb(x)

Γb(Q− x)
, (2.9)

the kernel can be written as

Sαsαt

[
α2 α1

α3 α4

]
= P (αi;αs, αt)P (αi;Q− αs, Q− αt)

∫
C′

ds

i

4∏
k=1

Sb(s+ Uk)

Sb(s+ Vk)
, (2.10)

where

P (αi;αs, αt)

=
Γb(αs + α3 − α4)Γb(αs +Q− α4 − α3)Γb(αs + α2 − α1)Γb(αs + α1 + α2 −Q)

Γb(αt + α1 − α4)Γb(αt +Q− α1 − α4)Γb(αt + α2 − α3)Γb(αt + α2 + α3 −Q)

Γb(2αt)

Γb(2αs −Q)

(2.11)

and we define Uk, Vk as follows:

U1 = α1 − α4

U2 = Q− α1 − α4

U3 = α2 + α3 −Q
U4 = α2 − α3

V1 = Q− αs + α2 − α4

V2 = αs + α2 − α4

V3 = αt

V4 = Q− αt

(2.12)

The contour of integration C ′ runs from −i∞ to i∞, passing to the right of the towers of poles at

s = −Ui −mb− nb−1 and to the left of the poles at s = Q− Vj +mb+ nb−1, for m,n ∈ Z≥0.

The analytic structure of the fusion kernel as a function of αs will play an important role in

our analysis. This is depicted in figures 3 and 4. For generic external dimensions and operators in

8The notation Sαsαt is chosen as it gives the matrix elements of this linear operator. The blocks (at fixed z) can

be thought of as elements of the dual space, which explains why the indices in (2.6) are transposed relative to what

might have been expected. For minimal model values of c and h, S becomes an ordinary finite-dimensional matrix.
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the T-channel, the kernel has simple poles in αs organized into eight semi-infinite lines extending

to the right, and another eight semi-infinite lines extending to the left:

poles at αs = α0 +mb+ nb−1, Q− α0 −mb− nb−1, for m,n ∈ Z≥0

with α0 = α1 + α2, α3 + α4 (+ six permutations under reflections αi → Q− αi).
(2.13)

Schematically, half of these poles come directly from the special functions in the prefactor, with the

other half coming from singularities of the integral. The latter occur when poles of the integrand

coincide and pinch the contour of integration between them, namely when Vj−Ui−Q = mb+nb−1.

In the important case of pairwise identical external operators, the eight semi-infinite lines of poles in

each direction degenerate to four such lines of double poles extending in either direction. A notable

exception occurs when the internal dimension becomes degenerate (αt, Q − αt = −1
2(mb + nb−1))

for m,n ∈ Z≥0), which requires external dimensions consistent with the fusion rules [58]. For us,

this will be important when αt = 0 with pairwise identical external operators, relevant for vacuum

exchange, in which case the kernel has only simple poles.

αs

Q
2

Q0

+ + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + + +

+++++++++

+++++++++

+++++++++

+++++++++

Figure 3: For sufficiently heavy external pairwise identical operators (Re(α1 +α2) > Q
2 ), the fusion

kernel has four semi-infinite lines of poles extending in either direction. In the case of vacuum

exchange in the T-channel, these poles are simple, otherwise they are double poles. Here we show

an example of this in the case that all external operators have weights in the continuum, with

0 < b < 1. The dashed red curve denotes the contour of integration in the decomposition of the

T-channel Virasoro block into S-channel blocks, while the blue and green crosses denote the poles

of the fusion kernel.

For external operators with weights in the continuous range (α ∈ Q
2 + iR), the towers of poles

extending to the right and left all begin on the line Re(αs) = Q and the imaginary axis respectively.

In this case the contour C can be taken to run along the line αs = Q
2 + iR between them, so that
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only continuum S-channel blocks appear in the decomposition of the T-channel block, illustrated

in figure 3 . This demonstrates (1.4).

αs

Q
2

Q 3Q
20−Q

2
−Q

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + +

+ + + +++++++++++++++++

++++++++++++

++++++

++

Figure 4: Here we plot the poles of the fusion kernel as a function of αs in the case of pairwise

identical external operators and Re(α1 + α2) < Q
2 , with 0 < b < 1. In this case, the poles at

αs = α1 + α2 + mb < Q
2 (and their reflections) cross the contour of integration and give discrete

residue contributions to the T-channel Virasoro block. Note that despite the fact that the external

operators have weights lying in the discrete range rather than the continuum we have given αi
small imaginary parts for the purpose of presentation.

If some of the external operators have weights in the discrete range hi <
c−1
24 , certain lines of

poles move inward towards the integration contour, and for α1 + α2 <
Q
2 or α3 + α4 <

Q
2 , some of

these poles cross the contour of integration. To maintain analyticity in the parameters, we must

deform the contour to include portions surrounding the relevant poles, contributing a residue. This

leads to a finite, discrete sum of S-channel blocks appearing in the decomposition of the T-channel

block in addition to the continuum starting at hs = c−1
24 , as in (1.6). For unitary values of the

weights, the only momenta that can contribute to this finite sum are

αs = α1 + α2 +mb , α3 + α4 +m′b, with m,m′ ∈ Z≥0 (2.14)

when these values are less than Q
2 .9 The poles at reflected values of αs give identical contributions,

and the other lines of poles can never cross the contour for unitary external operators. The contour

in this scenario is illustrated in figure 4.

9A similar phenomenon occurs in the analytic continuation of four-point functions in Liouville theory, whose

conformal block decomposition takes the form of the DOZZ structure constants [24,25] integrated against the Virasoro

conformal blocks, when poles cross the contour of integration over intermediate dimensions [59–61]. However, in that

case the poles correspond to scalar operator dimensions, and not chiral dimensions separately.
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Henceforth, we specialise to the case of pairwise identical operators α4 = α1, α3 = α2, and for

notational brevity omit the labels for the external operators, using the condensed notation

FS(αs) := F21
21 (αs|z), FT (αt) := F22

11 (αt|1− z), Sαsαt := Sαsαt

[
α2 α1

α2 α1

]
. (2.15)

We also record some results for the cross-channel kernel S̃αtαs := Sαtαs

[
α2 α2

α1 α1

]
, which is the inverse

operator to Sαsαt , in appendix B.4.

2.2 Computing properties of the kernel

In the remainder of the section, we outline how various properties and limits of the fusion kernel

are computed, and give the main results, with additional formulas given in appendix B. Readers

interested only in the physical application of these results may skip to section 3.

2.2.1 Vacuum kernel

With external operators identical in pairs, the fusion rules allow αt = 0, which we will use exten-

sively for exchange of the identity operator, and the corresponding fusion kernel, denoted Sαs1,

greatly simplifies. The integral in (2.10) becomes singular as αt → 0, since the contour must pass

between a double pole at s = 0 and a single pole at s = αt; the singular piece can be evaluated

simply by the residue of the latter. This gives a simple pole in αt (an additional zero at s = −αt
reduces the strength of the singularity), which is cancelled by a zero in the prefactor. This leaves

the following simplified expression for the vacuum fusion kernel:

Sαs1 =
Γb(2Q)

Γb(Q)

Γb(α1 + α2 − αs)× (7 terms with α↔ Q− α)

Γb(Q)2Γb(Q− 2αs)Γb(2αs −Q)Γb(2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α1)Γb(2α2)Γb(2Q− 2α2)
. (2.16)

The seven terms not written comprise all possible combinations of reflections of the three momenta

α1,2,s. This simple expression makes the polar structure manifest.10

2.2.2 Singularities

The poles in the fusion kernel encode the coefficients of the discrete sum of blocks appearing in

(1.6); in this section we compute these coefficients.

For the identity kernel, we can use the expression (2.16) to evaluate the residue of the simple

poles at αs = α1 + α2 + mb, using identities written in appendix A to simplify the result. The

10This idea was also used in [29] to compute a piece of the vacuum kernel.
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result for general m is written in (B.1), and for m = 0 gives

Res
αs=α1+α2

Sαs1 =− 1

2π

Γb(2Q)Γb(Q− 2α1)Γb(Q− 2α2)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2)

Γb(Q)Γb(2Q− 2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α2)Γb(Q− 2α1 − 2α2)

=− 1

2π

(Q− 2α1)(Q− 2α2)

Q(Q− 2α1 − 2α2)

(
Γ(1 + b2 − 2bα1)Γ(1 + b2 − 2bα2)

Γ(1 + b2)Γ(1 + b2 − 2b(α1 + α2))
× (b↔ b−1)

)
.

(2.17)

In the case of pairwise identical external operators with a non-vacuum primary propagating in

the T-channel, the fusion kernel has double poles in αs. To compute the behaviour at the poles

αs = α1 +α2 +mb+nb−1, it is easiest to make use of the kernel’s reflection symmetry as follows. As

written in (2.10), the contour integral contributes only a simple pole at αs = α1 +α2 +mb+ nb−1;

combining with the simple pole from the prefactor, we would need to be able to compute the

finite part of the contour integral in order to determine the residue. However, the contour integral

also contributes a double pole at αs = Q + α1 − α2 + mb + nb−1. Since the kernel is invariant

under reflections αi → Q − αi, we can simply send α2 → Q − α2 so that the prefactor is regular

at αs = α1 + α2 + mb + nb−1 and isolate the singularities of the contour integral, much like the

computation of the vacuum kernel. In this way, we find

Sαsαt =
Γb(α1 + α2 − αs)2Γb(Q− α1 + α2 − αs)2Γb(Q+ α1 − α2 − αs)2Γb(2Q− α1 − α2 − αs)2

Γb(2Q− 2αs)Γb(Q− 2αs)

× Γb(2αt)Γb(αt + αs − α1 − α2)

Γb(αt)2Γb(αt + α1 + α2 − αs)Γb(αt +Q− 2α1)Γb(αt +Q− 2α2)
× (αt → Q− αt)

+ (regular at αs = α1 + α2). (2.18)

This allows the coefficients of the double and simple poles to be read off upon expanding the

divergent factor in the numerator Γb(α1 + α2 − αs)2. A formula that captures the singularities of

the non-vacuum kernel at the subleading poles is given in equation (B.2).

The coefficient of the non-vacuum kernel at the leading (m = 0) double pole is given by

dRes
αs=α1+α2

Sαsαt =
Γb(Q)2Γb(Q− 2α1)2Γb(Q− 2α2)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2)

(2π)2Γb(Q− 2α1 − 2α2)

×
(

Γb(2αt)

Γb(αt)2Γb(Q− 2α1 + αt)Γb(Q− 2α2 + αt)
× (αt → Q− αt)

)
.

(2.19)

Here we have introduced the facetious notation dRes to denote the coefficient of a double pole. The

result for general m is given in (B.3). The residue at the leading pole may be written in terms of

a b-deformed digamma function, the logarithmic derivative of Γb

ψb(z) :=
Γ′b(z)

Γb(z)
∼ −1

z
− γb + · · · as z → 0, (2.20)

where the z → 0 limit defines a b-deformed version of the Euler-Mascheroni constant, γb. We find

Res
αs=α1+α2

Sαsαt

dRes
αs=α1+α2

Sαsαt
= 2(ψb(αt)+ψb(Q−αt)+γb+ψb(Q−2α1−2α2)−ψb(Q−2α1)−ψb(Q−2α2)) (2.21)

The result for the residue of the kernel at the subleading poles is given in (B.4).
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2.2.3 Large dimension limit

We here present the asymptotics of the fusion kernel in the limit of large S-channel internal weight,

with details of the calculations appearing in appendix C. These results are important for applica-

tions to large spin in particular, as explained in section 3.2.

Our main tool in this analysis is the following asymptotic formula for the special function Γb(x)

at large argument |x| → ∞, derived in appendix A.1:

log Γb(x) = −1

2
x2 log x+

3

4
x2 +

Q

2
x log x− Q

2
x− Q2 + 1

12
log x+ log Γ0(b) +O

(
x−1

)
, (2.22)

Using this along with the expression (2.16) for the vacuum block, the asymptotic form of the

vacuum kernel at large internal weight hs = Q2

4 + P 2 is

Sαs1 ∼ 2−4P 2
e
π
√
c−1

6
P
P 4(h1+h2)− c+1

4 2
c+5
36 Γ0(b)6 Γb(2Q)

Γb(Q)3Γb (2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α1) Γb (2α2) Γb(2Q− 2α2)
.

(2.23)

The leading exponential piece exactly cancels a similar factor in the large dimension asymptotics

of the blocks (F ≈ (16q)h, for q = eπiτ , τ = i 2F1( 1
2
, 1
2

;1;1−z)
2F1( 1

2
, 1
2

;1;z)
), as necessary for correct convergence

properties. The formula has a direct interpretation as the asymptotics of ‘light-light-heavy’ OPE

coefficients, discussed in section 3.4.

The computation of the asymptotic form of the non-vacuum kernel is similar, but requires a

careful evaluation of the integral appearing in (2.10) in this limit, discussed in appendix C. For

ht <
c−1
24 (i.e. αt <

Q
2 ), we have

Sαsαt
Sαs1

∼e−2παtP Γb (2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α1)

Γb(2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)
Γb (2α2) Γb(2Q− 2α2)

Γb(2α2 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)

× Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(Q− 2αt)Γb(Q)3

Γb(2Q)Γb(Q− αt)4
.

(2.24)

For heavier operators ht ≥ c−1
24 an additional contribution, given by αt → Q− αt, must be added.

2.2.4 Large central charge limits

In sections 4 and 5, we will study properties of the fusion kernel in global and semiclassical limits,

with large central charge. This requires expansions of the special function Γb in limits as b→ 0. In

appendix A.2, we derive an all-orders asymptotic series (A.29) for log Γb, with argument scaling as

b−1. This improves on the semiclassical form of Υb(x) := 1
Γb(x)Γb(Q−x) derived in [62]. The leading

result reads

log Γb(b
−1x+ b

2) =
1

2b2

(
1

2
− x
)2

log b+
2x− 1

4b2
log(2π)− 1

b2

∫ x

1
2

dt log Γ(t) +O(b2). (2.25)

To determine the behaviour of log Γb in the global limit, in which the argument scales like b, one

can use this formula with x = 1 +O(b2) in conjunction with the recursion relation (A.2).
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2.2.5 Virasoro double-twist exchanges

The kernel also simplifies in the case that the T-channel momentum matches the “Virasoro double

twists” of the relevant external operators, namely αt = 2α1 + mb or αt = 2α2 + mb. Here, we

take the leading double twist αt = 2α2 (with corresponding results for m > 0 given in appendix

B.2). The simplification is much the same as for the vacuum kernel given in (2.16): the prefactor

P (αi;Q − αs, Q − αt) vanishes at αt = 2α2, but the integral contributes a singularity, so we need

only evaluate a pole of the integrand, giving

Sαs,2α2 =
Γb(4α2)

Γb(2α2)4

Γb(α2 + α1 − αs)2Γb(α2 +Q− α1 − αs)2Γb(α1 + α2 + αs −Q)2Γb(α2 − α1 + αs)
2

Γb(Q)Γb(2α2 +Q− 2α1)Γb(2α2 + 2α1 −Q)Γb(2αs −Q)Γb(Q− 2αs)
.

(2.26)

Note that the kernel still has double poles at the locations of the S-channel Virasoro double-twists,

and thus the T-channel Virasoro double-twists contribute to anomalous momenta and double-twist

OPE data in the S-channel. This is in contrast with a property of d > 2 Lorentzian inversion, for

which T-channel double-twists give vanishing contribution to the (analytic part of) S-channel OPE

data. However, the kernel decays much more rapidly at large dimension, with the leading term in

(2.24) replaced by e−2π(Q−2α2)
√
hs .

2.3 Cross-channel limit of Virasoro blocks

Our results immediately allow us to read off the behaviour of the T-channel block in the cross-

channel limit z → 0, because the fusion kernel expresses it in terms of S-channel blocks, which

have simple power law behaviour z−h1−h2+hs . The leading order behaviour is determined by the

smallest weight hs on which the T-channel block has support in the S-channel, which depends on

whether the external dimensions are light enough for the discrete dimensions to be present. Here,

we compute these limits for operators identical in pairs, for both S- and T-channel blocks. For the

T-channel blocks, there is a qualitative difference between vacuum exchange and other operators

if the external operators are sufficiently light that αs = α1 + α2 dominates, since non-vacuum

exchange gives a double pole, and hence an additional logarithm.

For Re(α1 + α2) < Q
2 , the leading behaviour is controlled by αs = α1 + α2

Vacuum : F22
11 (0|1− z) z→0∼ −

(
Res

αs=α1+α2

2π Sαs1
)
z−2α1α2 (2.27)

Non-vacuum : F22
11 (αt|1− z) z→0∼ −

(
dRes

αs=α1+α2

2π Sαsαt
)

(Q− 2(α1 + α2))z−2α1α2 log z, (2.28)

where Res and dRes are given in (2.17) and (2.19).

For Re(α1 + α2) > Q
2 , the leading behaviour is controlled by the bottom of the continuum,

αs = Q
2 . By performing a saddle point analysis of the continuum integral over αs as z → 0, we find

F22
11 (αt|1− z) z→0∼ −

√
π

8
∂2
αsSαsαt

∣∣
αs=

Q
2
z
Q2

4
−h1−h2

(
log

1

z

)− 3
2

. (2.29)
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In the case of vacuum exchange, this coefficient can be computed explicitly11

∂2
αsSαs1

∣∣
αs=

Q
2

=− 32π2 Γb(2Q)Γ2
b(

3Q
2 − α1 − α2)Γb(

Q
2 + α1 − α2)2Γb(

Q
2 − α1 + α2)2Γb(α1 + α2 − Q

2 )2

Γb(Q)5Γb(2Q− 2α1)Γb(2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α2)Γb(2α2)
.

(2.30)

As a check, in B.3 we explicitly verify (2.29) with c = 25 (b = 1) and h1 = h2 = 15/16 (αi = 3
4),

with arbitrary internal dimension, using the exactly known expression for the relevant conformal

blocks [63].

We can use similar methods to determine the cross-channel limit of the S-channel Virasoro

blocks by making use of the decomposition

F21
21 (αs|z) =

∫
C

dαt
2i

S̃αtαsF22
11 (αt|1− z), (2.31)

where we have introduced S̃αtαs = Sαtαs

[
α2 α2

α1 α1

]
. The analytic structure of S̃αtαs as a function

of αt is slightly different than that of Sαsαt as a function of αs; in particular it only has simple

poles at αt = 2α1 +mb+ nb−1, 2α2 +mb+ nb−1 and others obtained by reflections αt → Q− αt.
There are also quadruple poles at αt = Q + mb + nb−1 and αt = −mb − nb−1. The cross-channel

limit of these blocks is, in the case that at least one of α1,2 <
Q
4 , controlled by the leading pole at

αt = 2 min(α1, α2)

F21
21 (αs|z) z→1∼ −

(
Res

αt=2α1

2πS̃αtαs

)
(1− z)h(2α1)−2h2 ; α1 <

Q

4
, α2

F21
21 (αs|z) z→1∼ −

(
Res

αt=2α2

2πS̃αtαs

)
(1− z)h(2α2)−2h2 ; α2 <

Q

4
, α1,

(2.32)

with the relevant residues recorded in B.4. If neither α1 nor α2 is less than Q
4 , the leading behaviour

in the cross-channel limit is again controlled by the bottom of the continuum

F21
21 (αs|z) z→1∼ −

√
π

8
∂2
αtS̃αtαs

∣∣∣
αt=

Q
2

(1− z)Q
2

4
−2h2

(
log

1

1− z

)− 3
2

; α1, α2 >
Q

4
. (2.33)

The analytic structure of the kernel as a function of αs manifestly explains the recent numer-

ical observations [64, 65] that Virasoro blocks have drastically different cross-channel asymptotics

depending on whether the external operators are sufficiently heavy (for example, for identical op-

erators, the observed threshold at large central charge was h ∼ c
32 , corresponding to α ∼ Q

4 ).

11The borderline case α1 + α2 = Q
2

must be treated separately. We point out that the S-channel Virasoro block

with α1 +α2 = Q
2
, αs = Q

2
is equal to the T-channel block with αt = 2α2 = Q− 2α1, given simply by a (chiral half of

a) Coulomb gas correlation function z−2α1α2(1− z)−2α2
2 , and hence crossing-invariant on its own [29,60]. Consistent

with this, in the limit approaching α1 + α2 = Q
2

the kernel (2.26) becomes a δ-function at αs = Q
2

.
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3 Extracting CFT data

In this section we discuss some implications of the crossing kernel results from the point of view of

“Virasoro Mean Field Theory” outlined in the introduction and corrections to it, and then apply

this to give universal results for the spectrum at large spin.

3.1 Quantum Regge trajectories and a “Virasoro Mean Field Theory”

As discussed in the introduction, our results for the inversion of the Virasoro vacuum block lead us

to coin the nickname Virasoro Mean Field Theory (VMFT) for the non-perturbative incorporation

of the stress tensor into ordinary MFT double-trace data. In MFT, correlation functions are

computed by Wick contractions of pairs of identical operators (so connected correlation functions

are defined to vanish), which for G = 〈O1O2O2O1〉 gives

GMFT(z, z̄) =
1

((1− z)(1− z̄))∆2
. (3.1)

Decomposing this in the S-channel, we find a spectrum of quasiprimaries comprising double-trace

operators12 [O1O2]n,` for each spin ` and each n ∈ Z≥0. In two dimensions, because the z and z̄

dependence of GMFT factorises, we can think of the double-traces as products of chiral operators

[O1O2]m for m ∈ Z≥0, with equally spaced twists hm = h1 + h2 + m, and their antiholomorphic

counterparts labelled by m̄:

[O1O2]n,` = [O1O2]m[Ō1Ō2]m̄ n = min(m, m̄), ` = |m− m̄| (3.2)

For VMFT, we replace the exchange of the unit operator in the T-channel by the full Virasoro

vacuum block:

GVMFT(z, z̄) = F22
11 (0|1− z)F̄22

11 (0|1− z̄) (3.3)

While this does not make sense as a correlation function of a sensible theory13 – in particular, it is

not single-valued on the Euclidean plane – we can still discuss it at the level of the S-channel data

required to reproduce GVMFT (on the first sheet). The factorisation property remains, so for most

of this subsection we will just discuss the holomorphic half of the OPE data, with the understanding

that the full VMFT data is constructed from products of left- and right-movers, as in figure 5. The

spectrum of VMFT is the support of the vacuum kernel Sαs1. The resulting Virasoro primary

spectrum contains a continuum starting at α = Q/2 and, for operators with α1 + α2 < Q/2, the

following discrete set:

{O1O2}m , with α = αm := α1 + α2 +mb , (3.4)

with m ∈ Z≥0 small enough that αm < Q
2 . The latter are natural analogues of the usual MFT

double-twists. Summarizing so far, there are three main properties of VMFT that differ from MFT:

12In terms of individual operators (‘scaling blocks’), rather than quasiprimaries, the MFT double trace data was

derived in 1665 [66].
13For a proposal on how this might be upgraded to a full correlation function, see [67].
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Figure 5: The VMFT spectrum, combining holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors.

• There is a continuum of double-twists for h > c−1
24 .

• The discrete part of the spectrum is truncated, and is entirely absent when Re(α1+α2) > Q/2.

The spins are generically non-integral.

• Whereas MFT is additive in the twists hi, VMFT is additive in the momenta αi.

The discrete set of holomorphic VMFT double-twist operators {O1O2}m acquire anomalous

twists relative to the MFT operators [O1O2]m. Writing hm(α1 + α2) = h1 + h2 + m + δhm, as in

(1.8), the additivity of momenta implies that {O1O2}m has anomalous twist

δhm = −2(α1 +mb)(α2 +mb) +m(m+ 1)b2 . (3.5)

We note that this is always negative. The three-point couplings between the (holomorphic) VMFT

double-twist operators and the external operators, CO1O2{O1O2}m , are given by the residues of the

vacuum kernel at the double-twist locations:

CO1O2{O1O2}m = −2π Res
αs=αm

Sαs1 (3.6)

The explicit expression for the residue of the vacuum kernel is given in (B.1).

Perturbing VMFT

Starting from MFT, one can perturb the theory by adding non-vacuum operators to the T-channel,

leading to anomalous dimensions γn,` of the MFT double-twist operators. From the 6j symbol, this

arises because it acquires double poles at the double-twist locations (and their shadows) [13]. The

situation for discrete trajectories in VMFT is entirely analogous. As seen in (2.18), Sαsαt acquires

double poles at αs = αm for non-vacuum block inversion (αt 6= 0). This leads to a derivative of
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S-channel blocks with respect to momentum αs, gives an additional logarithm in the cross-channel

behaviour of the T-channel block, and thus generates anomalous momenta for {O1O2}m, i.e.

αs = αm + δαm. (3.7)

If we formally consider the inversion of a single holomorphic non-vacuum block, we can define a

holomorphic anomalous momentum as14

δαm = C11tC22t Res
αs=αm

(
Sαsαt
Sαs1

)
, (3.8)

since this is the coefficient of the double pole of Sαsαt divided by the VMFT OPE coefficient, as

follows from (3.6). (See section 3.3 of [13] for the analogous method of computation of anomalous

dimensions from the global 6j symbol.) The double pole does not, of course, change the momentum

by a finite amount, but the derivative of the block with respect to αs is interpreted as the first

term in a Taylor series, whose coefficient we identify as the anomalous momentum (higher terms

must come from sums over infinitely many T-channel operators; see [11, 12] for example). Note

that, from (2.17) and (2.19), the leading twist coefficients (for m = 0, αs = α1 + α2 <
Q
2 ) are

sign-definite:

Res
αs=α0

(
Sαsαt
Sαs1

)
< 0 (3.9)

It follows that for identical operators, δα0 < 0. Even if O1 6= O2, the anomalous momentum is

negative for any T-channel operator which couples with the same sign to O1 and O2.

These results nicely generalize properties of global inversion and OPE data of MFT. In section

4, we show that the MFT results are recovered from the large c limit of VMFT for fixed operator

dimensions h.

Comparison to d > 2

In d > 2 CFTs, the MFT Regge trajectories are the same as those in d = 2: an infinite tower of

flat trajectories with twists τ = ∆1 + ∆2 + 2n. Incorporating the stress tensor Tµν , of twist d− 2,

produces anomalous dimensions γn,` which behave as `−d+2 at large spin ` � n. In the opposite

regime of large twist, n� `, they scale as [68–70]

γn,`

∣∣∣
T
≈ nd−1

cT
as n� `� 1 (3.10)

where cT is the normalization of the stress-tensor two-point function. In gravitational variables,

cT ≈ 1/GN ≈ Md−1
pl . Therefore, the perturbative expansion of γn,` breaks down at or below

the Planck scale, n . Mpl. Arguments from perturbative unitarity [71] and causality [72] place

14Since all corrections to VMFT come from inverting non-vacuum Virasoro blocks which have both holomorphic

and antiholomorphic parts, the full result for the anomalous momentum also depends on the anti-holomorphic kernel,

S̄ᾱsᾱt . In the next subsection, we will be more explicit about putting left- and right-movers together to get complete

results.
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even stronger bounds on this breakdown. However, we do not know how to obtain quantitative

understanding of what actually happens to the classical Regge trajectories at Planckian energies.

This is due both to technical difficulty, and to non-universality of the TT OPE. The latter implies

that the all-orders stress tensor contribution to the Regge trajectories depends on the details of the

CFT: in particular, unlike in d = 2, the three-point coefficients 〈TTO〉, where O is T itself or any

multi-T composite, are sensitive to the rest of the CFT data [72, 73]. These comments underscore

the value of the two-dimensional setting – non-trivial, yet computable – in giving insight into

Planckian processes in AdS quantum gravity.

3.2 Large spin

The OPE data of VMFT has so far been a formal construction, but in this section we will see that it

governs a universal sector in physical theories at large spin, applying to all unitary CFTs with sl(2)

invariant ground state, and no conserved currents besides the vacuum Virasoro module.15 This

means that for any two primary operators, there are associated towers of double-twist operators

which asymptote to the VMFT twists (1.8) at large spin. Corrections to this come from including

T-channel primary operators of positive twist, giving a systematic large spin perturbation theory.

Like analogous results in higher dimensions, this can be derived from solving crossing in the

lightcone limit, as briefly reviewed in appendix E, but we will argue more directly from (2.8). The

contribution to the S-channel spectral density from any given T-channel operator is simply the

fusion kernel SαsαtS̄ᾱsᾱt . Now, we take the limit of large spin in the S-channel, at fixed twist:

αs fixed, ᾱs =
Q

2
+ iP̄ with P̄ ∼

√
`s →∞ (3.11)

The relative importance of T-channel operators in this limit is encoded by (2.24):

S̄ᾱsαt
S̄ᾱs1

≈ e−2πᾱtP̄ (3.12)

This shows that the contribution of operators with Re(ᾱt) > 0 is suppressed relative to the vacuum.

This suggests that, in a theory with ᾱt bounded away from zero, the S-channel density is dominated

by the inversion of the T-channel vacuum – that is, VMFT – at large spin. (Recall that negative real

ᾱt is forbidden by unitarity.) We make a more careful argument in a moment, after discussing the

consequences. We separately discuss large-spin discrete trajectories and the large-spin continuum,

before making further comments.16

15More precisely, we require that non-vacuum Virasoro primaries have twist bounded away from zero, since it is

a logical possibility to have an infinite tower of operators with h̄ accumulating to zero at large h. While we can’t

rule this out, this seems unlikely to happen in theories of interest. For example, the CFT dual to AdS3 × S3 × T 4 at

the symmetric orbifold point has infinitely many higher-spin currents, but when perturbing away from the orbifold

point, the anomalous dimensions acquired by the currents seem to grow logarithmically with spin [74]. This suggests

that away from the orbifold point, the theory has a finite twist gap above the superconformal vacuum descendants.
16These two large spin sectors correspond to VFMT operators in the discrete × continuum and continuum ×

continuum representations, respectively; the discrete × discrete operators are bounded in spin due to the upper

bound on m, cf. (1.7), so they are not part of the large spin universality.
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3.2.1 Discrete trajectories

Consider fixing the twist αs in the discrete range as we take large spin, with Re(α1 + α2) < Q
2 .

Let us first review what we found earlier: for each m ∈ Z≥0 with αm = α1 + α2 + mb < Q
2 , there

must be a Regge trajectory of operators with αs → αm as `s →∞: these are the Virasoro double-

twist families {O1O2}m,`s of VMFT. The asymptotics of the corresponding OPE coefficients are

determined by the vacuum fusion kernel:

ρ(0)
m (P̄ ) = −2πS̄ᾱs1 Res

αs=αm
Sαs1, with ᾱs =

Q

2
+ iP̄ and `s ∼ P̄ 2 →∞. (3.13)

Here, ρm is a spectral density of the mth Regge trajectory, in terms of P̄ , so it contributes to the

correlation function as

G ⊃
∫ ∞

0
dP̄ ρ(0)

m (P̄ )FS(αm)F̄S(Q2 + iP̄ ). (3.14)

The superscript denotes that this is the VMFT density. The explicit expression for the residue of

the vacuum kernel is given in (2.17) for m = 0, and (B.1) for higher Regge trajectories, and the

large internal weight limit of the kernel is in (2.23).

Additional T-channel operators give corrections to this, adding a spin-dependent anomalous

momentum δα
(αt,ᾱt)
m to αm, as well as a correction δρ

(αt,ᾱt)
m to ρ

(0)
m . Expanding (3.14) to first order

generates a derivative of the block proportional to δα
(αt,ᾱt)
m , which can be matched to the coefficient

of the double pole in the fusion kernel Sαsαt at αs = αm. The anomalous OPE density δρ
(αt,ᾱt)
m

can be read off from the residue at the same point.17 Altogether, (2.8) translates into the following

corrections to OPE data:

δα(αt,ᾱt)
m (P̄ ) = C11tC22t

S̄ᾱsᾱt
S̄ᾱs1

Res
αs=αm

(
Sαsαt
Sαs1

)∣∣∣∣
ᾱs=

Q
2

+iP̄

(3.15)

δρ(αt,ᾱt)
m (P̄ ) = − 2πC11tC22tS̄ᾱsᾱt Res

αs=αm
Sαsαt

∣∣∣∣
ᾱs=

Q
2

+iP̄

(3.16)

The residue in the first line equals the ratio of (B.1) and (B.3). Reading off the ratio of the anti-

holomorphic kernels appearing in (3.15) from (2.24) (which also includes the coefficient, suppressed

here), we derive the large spin decay of anomalous twist:

δα(αt,ᾱt)
m ≈ e−2πᾱt

√
`s =⇒ δh(αt,ᾱt)

m ≈ e−2πᾱt
√
`s (3.17)

If O∗t is the lowest twist operator appearing in the T-channel (necessarily in the discrete range,

since at a minimum there are discrete double-twist families {O1O1} and/or {O2O2}), then the

leading corrections to VMFT data at large spin decay as e−2πᾱ∗t
√
`s .18

17Note that δρ̄ does not translate immediately into a change of spectral density in terms of spin, which is more

directly related to anomalous OPE coefficients of individual operators. This picks up a Jacobian factor 2P̄ − δh′(P̄ )

from the anomalous twist, reflecting the fact that the Regge trajectories are no longer exactly linear.
18In the presence of mixing among degenerate double-twist operators, one must diagonalize the Hamiltonian.

See [12] for some useful technology and a worked example involving approximate numerical degeneracy in the 3D

Ising model, and [75–77] for double-trace mixing in planar 4D N = 4 super-Yang-Mills at strong coupling.
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3.2.2 Large-spin continuum

The continuous sector of VMFT contributes to the four-point function as

G ⊃
∫ ∞

0
dP

∫ ∞
0

dP̄ ρ
(0)
cont.(P, P̄ )FS(Q2 + iP )FS(Q2 + iP̄ ), (3.18)

where the continuum OPE spectral density ρ
(0)
cont. is given by

ρ
(0)
cont.(P, P̄ ) = Sαs1S̄ᾱs1

∣∣
αs=

Q
2

+iP, ᾱs=
Q
2

+iP̄
. (3.19)

Additional T-channel operators give corrections to this: the contributions of T-channel opera-

tors with positive twist,

δρ
(αt,ᾱt)
cont. (P, P̄ ) = SαsαtSᾱsᾱt |αs=Q

2
+iP, ᾱs=

Q
2

+iP̄
, (3.20)

are exponentially suppressed compared to the VMFT density (3.19), again due to (3.12). A similar

universality in the density of states at large spin, with the same twist gap assumption, follows

from a ‘lightcone modular bootstrap’ for the partition function [78, 79]; those results require that

as `s → ∞, any interval of twist above this threshold contains infinitely many operators. Ar-

ranging operators into analytic families, our requires infinitely many Regge trajectories with hs
accumulating to c−1

24 at large spin, thus refining the conclusion already reached in [78,79].

3.2.3 Comments

Asymptotic in what sense? The argument so far only shows that contributions from a finite

number of operators in the T-channel are negligible at large spin in the S-channel. This does not

rule out a significant contribution to the S-channel spectral density from a sum over infinitely many

T-channel operators. Indeed, such contributions must be present to resolve the spectral densities

ρm, ρcont. into sums of delta functions supported at integer spins. The most conservative statement

is that the asymptotic formula applies to the integrated spectral density; for example, the sum

of OPE coefficients C2
12s for discrete double-twist operators in the mth Regge trajectory up to a

given spin is asymptotic to the integral of ρ
(0)
m (P ) up to the corresponding value of P . Such a

conclusion would follow from a Tauberian argument along the lines of [80, 81]. It is likely that a

stronger statement holds, at least in sufficiently generic CFTs (obeying an appropriate version of

the eigenstate thermalisation hypothesis [82]), in which the asymptotic formula may apply to a

microcanonical average over a sufficiently wide range of spin and twist. We leave the questions of

how a sum over T-channel operators reproduces a discrete S-channel spectrum, and of more precise

and rigorous formulations of the asymptotic formulas, to future work.

Sums over infinite sets of T-channel operators can also lead to S-channel Regge trajectories

approaching any twist at large spin, not only those of the VMFT spectrum. However, the twist

gap determines that the spectral density of such trajectories is suppressed compared to (3.13) , by

an exponential in
√
` (3.12).
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Nachtmann from Virasoro For identical operatorsO1 = O2, we can derive a Virasoro version of

Nachtmann’s theorem at large spin from (3.15). As long as the leading twist correction comes from

αt < 2α1, we find that the coefficient of e−2πᾱt
√
`s in the ratio of antiholomorphic kernels is positive,

the residue of the ratio of holomorphic kernels is negative, and the T-channel OPE coefficients

appear squared. This implies δα
(αt,ᾱt)
0 < 0. The change in h is determined by h = α(Q−α), which,

for 2α1 < Q, implies

δh
(αt,ᾱt)
0 < 0 . (3.21)

That is, the leading large spin correction to the twist of the first Regge trajectory is negative, so

this trajectory is convex.

Comparison to previous lightcone analyses The arguments we use make no direct reference

to the ‘old-fashioned’ lightcone bootstrap approach of solving the crossing equations (2.2) in the

lightcone limit in d > 2. We comment on the connection in appendix E. The most difficult part of

this analysis is to evaluate the S-channel blocks in a combined limit of h̄s →∞ and z̄ → 1, with an

appropriate combination held fixed, to reproduce the lightcone singularity by a saddle point in h̄s.

Previous work on the large spin expansion in CFT2 [7] computed the asymptotic twist of the

Regge trajectories in a large central charge limit, taking h1
c fixed in the limit, and h2

c small. These

results are reproduced simply by taking appropriate limits of the addition of momentum variables,

αs = α1 + α2 +mb. We further explain how our work extends and clarifies that of [7] in section 5

where we discuss semiclassical limits.

3.3 Large spin and large c

Our analysis in the previous subsection has focused on the regime of large spin, `s � c, where there

is a universal form for the anomalous momentum due to T-channel exchanges, given in (3.15), with

the feature that the result decays exponentially in the square root of the spin (3.17). This follows

from the asymptotic form of the ratio of the non-vacuum to vacuum kernels computed in appendix

C. In the large-c limit, (C.7) reduces to the following

S̄ᾱsᾱt
S̄ᾱs1

∼
(

12π

c

)2h̄t Γ(2h̄1)Γ(2h̄2)

Γ(2h̄1 − h̄t)Γ(2h̄2 − h̄t)
e
−2πh̄t

√
6`s
c (`s � c� 1) . (3.22)

In this section we will study the anomalous weight δh
(αt,ᾱt)
m in the large-c limit, fixing the ratio

`s
c .19

From (3.15) we see that we need to be able to compute the ratio of the non-vacuum to vacuum

antiholomorphic fusion kernels in the limit that the S-channel internal weight scales with the central

charge. We perform this computation in appendix C.3. Recalling that h̄s ∼ `s at fixed hs, we

parameterize ᾱs as

ᾱs =
Q

2
+ ip̄sb

−1 , with p̄s ∼ 1
2

√
24`s
c − 1 . (3.23)

19We thank Alex Belin and Davids Meltzer and Poland for suggesting this.
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In this limit, we find

S̄ᾱsᾱt
S̄ᾱs1

∼ Γ(2h̄1)Γ(2h̄2)

Γ(2h̄1 − h̄t)Γ(2h̄2 − h̄t)
( c

6π
cosh(πp̄s)

)−2h̄t
(c� 1 , `s

c fixed). (3.24)

This interpolates between (3.22) in the large spin regime with p̄s ∼
√

6`s
c → ∞, and the power

law familiar from d > 2 at small spin 1 � `s � c: in that limit, we have p̄s ≈ i
2(1 − 12`s

c ), giving

(cosh(πp̄s))
−2h̄t ∼ `−2h̄t

s .

To compute the anomalous dimension in this limit, we put (3.24) together with the holomorphic

fusion kernel as in (3.15). The appropriate limits of the residues which appear will be obtained in

equations (4.9) and (4.16) in the next section, giving the following result at large c, with `s of order

c:

δh(αt,ᾱt)
m ∼− C11tC22t

Γ(2h̄1)Γ(2h̄2)

Γ(2h̄1 − h̄t)Γ(2h̄2 − h̄t)
( c

6π
cosh(πp̄s)

)−2h̄t

× Γ(2ht)

Γ(ht)2 4F3

(
1− ht, ht, 2h1 + 2h2 +m− 1,−m

1, 2h1, 2h2

∣∣∣∣∣1
) (3.25)

Focusing on the leading Regge trajectory at m = 0, in the limit 1 � `s � c we recover the

previously known lightcone bootstrap result for the anomalous dimension (for example, (B.33)

of [5], recalling that δh = γ/2):

δh
(αt,ᾱt)
0 ∼ −C11tC22t

Γ(2h̄1)Γ(2h̄2)

Γ(2h̄1 − h̄t)Γ(2h̄2 − h̄t)
Γ(2ht)

Γ(ht)2
`−2h̄t
s . (3.26)

The m-dependence of (3.25) is quite a bit simpler than previous recursive results in the lightcone

bootstrap literature in d ≥ 2 spacetime dimensions.

3.4 Large conformal dimension

The data of VMFT is universal at large spin because the fusion kernel for T-channel operators

of positive twist is suppressed in this limit compared to the vacuum. The same argument applies

to the limit of large dimension ∆s → ∞ at fixed spin `s (or, more generally, for any limit where

hs, h̄s → ∞), in any unitary compact c > 1 CFT; in this case, only a gap in conformal dimension

above the vacuum is required, not in twist.

One way of expressing this is as a microcanonical average of OPE coefficients, after dividing

by the asymptotic density of primary states. This density is similarly universal due to modular

invariance, and can be expressed as the modular S-matrix dual to the vacuum, in close analogy to

the vacuum fusion kernel for four-point functions. The modular S-matrix decomposes the character

of the vacuum module into characters in the modular transformed frame [83]:

χ1(−1/τ) =

∫ ∞
0

dP Smod
α1 χP (τ), Smod

α1 = 4
√

2 sinh(2πbP ) sinh(2πb−1P ), α =
Q

2
+ iP (3.27)
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At large P , Smod
α1 is exponentially larger than the corresponding modular kernel for operators of

positive dimension, so is asymptotic to the density of primary states; this is a refined version of

Cardy’s formula.

Including this, we find the expression

C2
12s ∼

Sαs1
Smod
αs1

× (antiholomorphic), where αs =
Q

2
+ iP and P →∞ (3.28)

for the square of OPE coefficients, where the bar denotes an average over all primaries with momen-

tum close to αs. The asymptotic form for the fusion kernel is given in (2.23), and for the modular

S-matrix (3.27) we have Smod
αs1 ∼

√
2e2πQP .

This limit was studied in [36] using crossing symmetry for four-point functions with Euclidean

kinematics. The calculations there used large internal dimension results for conformal blocks [84]

before taking z → 1. Their results closely resemble (3.28), but the discrepancy at subleading orders

demonstrates the delicate nature of the order of these two limits of the blocks.20

Finally, we note that in analogy with the above, the results of section 3.3 imply analogous

averaged OPE asymptotics in the regime of large ∆s and large c with fixed ∆s
c .

4 Global limit

In this section we will study the global limits of the fusion kernel and the Virasoro double-twist

OPE data, for pairwise identical external operators. This is the limit of large central charge c→∞
with fixed scaling dimensions h, h̄, named because the Virasoro conformal blocks reduce to the

global sl(2) blocks. By including 1/c corrections to this limit, it is a simple exercise to extract the

large central charge expansion of double-twist OPE data due to non-unit operators.

We rewrite this limit in terms of the momentum by inverting the relation h = α(Q − α) and

expanding in the limit b→ 0:

α(h) = bh+ C(h)(b3 + b5(2h− 1)) +O(b7) (4.1)

We have written this in terms of quadratic Casimir for sl(2),

C(h) ≡ h(h− 1) (4.2)

It is interesting to note that to all orders beyond O(b), the expansion is proportional to C(h).

As the global limit is approached, more and more operators with momenta αs = α1 + α2 +

mb (with corresponding weights hs = h1 + h2 + m + O(b2)) cross the contour in the S-channel

decomposition of the T-channel block and give discrete residue contributions. At b = 0, these

become precisely the global double-twist operators of MFT, and the OPE data from the m’th

Virasoro family becomes that of the m’th global family of MFT.

20We thank Shouvik Datta for discussions of this point.
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A natural expectation is that, in the global limit, the fusion kernel should reduce to a “holo-

morphic half” of the 6j symbol for the global two-dimensional conformal group SO(3, 1). The

6j symbol, which holomorphically factorizes, was recently computed in [13]. We will find that all

double-twist OPE data extracted from the Virasoro fusion kernel in the global limit is reproduced

by the chiral inversion integral

Ωh1,h2,h3,h4

1−h,ht,h2+h3
≡
∫ 1

0

dz

z2

(
z

1− z

)h2+h3

zh13 kh̃1,h̃2,h̃3,h̃4

2(1−h) (z) kh3,h2,h1,h4

2ht
(1− z) (4.3)

where

kh1,h2,h3,h4

2β (z) ≡ zβ2F1(β − h12, β + h34, 2β, z) . (4.4)

with hij ≡ hi − hj . This integral and notation were introduced in [13], where the 6j symbol

was computed essentially as Ωh1,h2,h3,h4

1−h,ht,h2+h3
times an anti-holomorphic partner. This integral was

evaluated in [13] as a sum two terms, each of which is a ratio of gamma functions times a 4F3

hypergeometric function, and may also be written as a 7F6 hypergeometric function [17,18,85–87].

With respect to the Virasoro fusion kernel for pairwise identical operators, the precise statement is

that the double-twist poles and residues of Ωh1,h2,h2,h1

1−h,ht,2h2
match those of Sαsαt in the global limit, i.e.

lim
b→0

(
Res

αs=α1+α2+mb
Sαsαt

)
= Res

h=h1+h2+m
Ωh1,h2,h2,h1

1−h,ht,2h2
(4.5)

and

lim
b→0

(
dRes

αs=α1+α2+mb
b−1Sαsαt

)
= dRes

h=h1+h2+m
Ωh1,h2,h2,h1

1−h,ht,2h2
(4.6)

The double-twist singularities of (4.3) come from the region of integration near the origin. We have

refrained from discussing the global limit of Sαsαt itself because it does not exist, due to an overall

oscillating prefactor. For example, the following global limit of the vacuum kernel is well-defined

away from the poles:

b
sin(b−1π(Q− α1 − α2 − αs))

sin(b−1π(Q− 2αs))
Sαs1 →

Γ(h1 + h2 − hs)Γ(h1 − h2 + hs)Γ(−h1 + h2 + hs)Γ(h1 + h2 + hs − 1)

2πΓ(2hs − 1)Γ(2h1)Γ(2h2)
(4.7)

However, the ratio of sines in the prefactor simplifies to give a (−1)m at double-twist values αs =

α1 +α2 +mb, so the residues of the kernel at these poles have a well-defined limit, even though the

kernel itself does not. An analogous statement applies to the non-vacuum kernel; this is consistent

with the cross-channel decomposition of the global blocks, which only depends on the (d)residues

(see (4.16)-(4.18) for the explicit expressions).

We will support (4.5)–(4.6) with several calculations. This match is a non-trivial check of our

use of the fusion kernel and the global 6j symbols to extract double-twist data in unitary CFTs:

the fusion kernel and the global 6j symbol require analytic continuation away from different ranges

of conformal weights,21 but at large c, the double-twist data so extracted do match. We have not

determined the correspondence between regular terms of the Virasoro and global 6j symbols in the

b→ 0 limit, but it would be worth doing so.

21Recall that the kernel is formally defined only for operators in the continuum, α = Q
2

+ iP with P ∈ R. Similarly,
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4.1 Vacuum kernel

The exact vacuum kernel was given in (2.16). The double-twist residues admit the small b expansion

2π Res
αs=αm

Sαs1 = R
(0)
12 (m) + b2R

(2)
12 (m) +O(b4) (4.8)

First let us extract the MFT OPE data by studying the residues of the kernel in the b → 0 limit.

The global limit of the residues (B.1) is given by the following

R
(0)
12 (m) ≡ − (2h1)m(2h2)m(2h1 + 2h2 − 1)m

4mm!(h1 + h2 − 1
2)m(h1 + h2)m

(4.9)

The result (4.9) can be seen to satisfy (4.5). The relation to MFT OPE coefficients, which were

derived in [88], is

(C2
12[12]n,`

)MFT = (−1)`R
(0)
12 (n)R

(0)
12 (n+ `) (4.10)

Equivalently, if one treats the chiral Virasoro index m as the spin, (C2
12[12]0,`

)MFT = (−1)`+1R
(0)
12 (`).

Moving beyond leading order, expanding the vacuum kernel near the m’th pole gives corrections

to MFT OPE data for the double-twist operators [O1O2]m,` in the small b – that is, 1/c – expansion.

Corrections at O(b2p) ∼ O(c−p) are due to exchange of composite operators in the Virasoro vacuum

module, of schematic form : T q : with q ≤ p. These are dual to multi-graviton states in the bulk.

At first non-trivial order, corrections are due to T exchange. The first correction to the MFT

OPE coefficients may be read off from the global limit of (B.1), keeping in mind the fact that

αi ∼ hib+ C(hi)b3 +O(b5):

R
(2)
12 (m) =R

(0)
12 (m)

(
m2 − 4h1h2 + 2

C(h1) + C(h2)

2h1 + 2h2 + 2m− 1
− 2

C(h1) + C(h2)

2h1 + 2h2 +m− 1

− 2C(h1)(ψ(2h1) + ψ(2h1 + 2h2 + 2m)− ψ(2h1 +m)− ψ(2h1 + 2h2 +m))

− 2C(h2)(ψ(2h2) + ψ(2h1 + 2h2 + 2m)− ψ(2h2 +m)− ψ(2h1 + 2h2 +m))

) (4.11)

At m = 0, this is simply R
(2)
12 (0) = 4h1h2. More physically interesting are the anomalous dimensions

in the small b expansion, for which we only need to expand our result δhm = −2(α1 + mb)(α2 +

mb) + m(m + 1)b2, cf (3.5), to any desired order. It is slightly more enlightening to expand the

location of the m’th pole in small b:

1

αs − (α1 + α2 +mb)
=

b−1

hs − (h1 + h2 +m)
+
b(C(h1) + C(h2)− C(hs))

(hs − (h1 + h2 +m))2
+O(b3) (4.12)

the global 6j symbol is formally defined only for operators in the principal series h = 1
2

+ is with s ∈ R. For any

c > 1, these two ranges do not match. However, we note that at large c (small b), the momentum for a continuum

operator with P ≈ b−1p becomes α ∼ b−1
(

1
2

+ ip
)
, i.e. b−1 times the principal series conformal weight. Why there

is such a correspondence between the momentum and the weight is not completely clear to us. Similar phenomena

were observed in [87].
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Plugging in the location of the pole gives the anomalous twist due to T exchange,

δhm
∣∣
T

= b2(C(h1) + C(h2)− C(h1 + h2 +m)) = b2 (−2h1h2 +m(1−m− 2h1 − 2h2)) (4.13)

Again, (4.13) can be seen to match the result derived from (4.3) and (4.5)–(4.6), and matches

previous results of [13, 16].22 The appearance of the Casimirs was recently observed in [16] as a

curiosity. We now give a different angle on this: the Casimir emerges naturally from the Virasoro

vacuum kernel in the global limit thanks to (4.1). Note that due to the all-orders appearance of

C(h) in (4.1),

δh0 ∝ C(h1 + h2)− C(h1)− C(h2) (4.15)

to all orders in b.

A notable feature of the results (4.13) and (4.14) is their spin-independence: that is, γn,`|(0,h)

depends only on the twist n. This follows from three facts: currents have vanishing twist and give a

constant contribution at large spin; γn,` is analytic in spin, up to contributions not captured by the

Lorentzian inversion formula; and analytic functions of a single complex variable that are constant

at infinity are constant everywhere. Viewing the anomalous twist (1.8) as the resummation of an

infinite number of twist-zero stress tensor composite contributions, this explains the linearity of the

VMFT Regge trajectories.

4.2 Non-vacuum kernel

Let us also perform the small b expansion of the non-vacuum kernels. We focus on the discrete

poles. The double pole coefficients are given by the expansion of (B.3) in the global limit

dRes
αs=αm

Sαsαt =

m∑
n=0

Γ(2ht)Γ(ht + n)Γ(2h1 +m)Γ(2h2 +m)Γ(2h1 + 2h2 +m+ n− 1)

2π(n!)2(m− n)!Γ(ht)2Γ(ht − n)Γ(2h1 + n)Γ(2h2 + n)Γ(2h1 + 2h2 + 2m− 1)
b+O(b3)

=
Γ(2ht)(2h1)m(2h2)m

2πm!Γ(ht)2(2h1 + 2h2 +m− 1)m
4F3

(
1− ht, ht, 2h1 + 2h2 +m− 1,−m

1, 2h1, 2h2

∣∣∣1) b+O(b3)

≡β(2)
m (h1, h2;ht)b+O(b3).

(4.16)

22One can use equation (3.55) of [13] to write down the contribution of a T-channel block for holomorphic current

exchange, with conformal weights (0, h) where h ∈ Z:

γ0,`

∣∣
(0,h)

= −2Γ(2h)

Γ(h)2
C2
φφh (4.14)

where we have taken identical external scalars φ for simplicity. Using h = 2, C2
φφT = 2h2

φ/c ∼ b2h2
φ/3 and the fact

that the total anomalous dimension equals twice the change in h (i.e. γ0,`

∣∣
T

= 2δh0

∣∣
T

), we find agreement with

(4.13). The fact that we take the current to have weights (0, h) rather than (h, 0) follows from a choice of convention

in [13].
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This is computed as a finite sum. Similarly, the residues may be extracted by expanding (B.4):

Res
αs=αm

Sαsαt =

m∑
n=0

(∂m + ∂n)
Γ(2ht)Γ(ht + n)Γ(2h1 +m)Γ(2h2 +m)Γ(2h1 + 2h2 +m+ n− 1)

2π(n!)2(m− n)!Γ(ht)2Γ(ht − n)Γ(2h1 + n)Γ(2h2 + n)Γ(2h1 + 2h2 + 2m− 1)

+O(b2)

≡β(1)
m (h1, h2;ht) +O(b2).

(4.17)

From (1.6), we see that these residues serve as the coefficients in the decomposition of the global

sl(2) blocks into global double-twist blocks (and derivatives thereof) in the cross-channel:

FT (ht|1− z) =− 2π

∞∑
m=0

[
β(1)
m (h1, h2;ht)FS(h1 + h2 +m|z) + β(2)

m (h1, h2;ht) ∂hsFS(hs|z)|hs=h1+h2+m

]
,

(4.18)

where we have introduced the following notation for the sl(2) blocks:

FT (ht|1− z) = (1− z)ht−2h2
2F1(ht, ht; 2ht; 1− z)

FS(hs|z) = zhs−h1−h2
2F1(hs − h1 + h2, hs − h1 + h2; 2hs; z).

(4.19)

These results give corrections to m > 0 MFT OPE data in a compact form. An advantage

relative to global conformal approaches is that in the latter, one needs to subtract descendant

contributions of m′ < m that mix with the mth subleading quasiprimary; in the present Virasoro

approach, where Virasoro primaries become global primaries in the global limit, this unmixing is

not required. At m = 0, we can quickly check these results against the chiral inversion integral

(4.3). To extract the m = 0 double-twist data, we extract the singularities near z = 0, where

Ωh1,h2,h2,h1

1−h,ht,2h2
∼ −Γ(2ht)

Γ(ht)2

∫ 1

0

dz

z
z−h+h1+h2 (log z + (2ψ(ht)− 2ψ(1)))

=
1

(h− h1 − h2)2

Γ(2ht)

Γ(ht)2
+

1

h− h1 − h2

Γ(2ht)

Γ(ht)2
(2ψ(ht)− 2ψ(1))

(4.20)

These coefficients match (4.16) and (4.17) after accounting for the 2π.23

Special case: T-channel double-twists

Finally, we recall that we were also able to give the closed-form expression in (2.26) for the fusion

kernel when the T-channel operator sits exactly at a Virasoro double-twist momentum, αt = 2α2.

The fusion kernel given in (2.26) has double poles at αs = α1 + α2 + mb with coefficients that

23Treating T as a quasiprimary, this formula reproduces (4.14) upon plugging in ht = 2, using the fact that the

OPE data is minus the coefficients obtained by Lorentzian inversion [1], and that γ = 2δh. It also reproduces

R
(2)
12 (0) = 4h1h2 upon using C2

12T = 2h1h2/c ∼ b3h1h2/3 and ψ(2)− ψ(1) = 1.
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remain finite in the global limit, corresponding to the MFT double-twists.24 One can again check

that (4.5)–(4.6) is satisfied.

5 Gravitational interpretation of CFT results

5.1 Generic c

MFT has an interpretation as the dual of free fields on a fixed AdS background. In the absence of

interactions, energies of composite states, and hence conformal dimensions ∆, add. In VMFT, we

have added all multi-trace stress tensor exchanges, taking into account the complete contribution

of multi-graviton exchanges to two-particle binding energies.25 We have found that this has the

remarkably simple effect that momentum α becomes an additive quantity, and nonlinearities are all

included in the relation h = α(Q−α). We give this a gravitational interpretation in one particular

circumstance below.

This additivity law holds until reaching the threshold α = Q
2 , or h = c−1

24 , which has the

gravitational interpretation of reaching the threshold for black hole formation. At large c, classical

BTZ black holes exist for a range of energy and spin corresponding to min(h, h̄) > c
24 , at the edge of

which lie the extremal rotating black holes; our results are not the first to suggest a quantum shift of

the extremality bound to c−1
24 [42,43,93]. Above this, the VMFT spectrum becomes continuous, so

it captures only some coarse-grained aspects of the physics. This chimes with the expectation that,

while the thermodynamics of black holes are determined by IR data, resolving a discrete spectrum

of microstates in a complete theory depends on detailed knowledge of UV degrees of freedom.

The universality of MFT at large spin in d > 2 comes from superposing two highly boosted

states, which move close to the boundary confined by the AdS potential on opposite sides of AdS,

and are separated by a large proper distance of order LAdS log ` [5, 6]. Since interactions fall off

24Following the discussion around (C.6), this should have subleading asymptotics at large hs relative to the general

case αt 6= 2α2, so as to be consistent with the emergence of zeroes in the global 6j symbol for the inversion of a

T-channel double-twist operator [13]. One can show that indeed, this is suppressed exponentially. See (C.6) for the

leading asymptotics for general αt, noting in particular the zero at αt = 2α2.
25As an aside, it should be pointed out that the Virasoro vacuum block does not capture the full gravitational

dressing of the MFT four-point function as computed from bulk effective field theory. One sign of this is that the

Virasoro vacuum block alone does not give a single-valued Euclidean correlation function, in contrast to computations

from bulk gravitational effective field theory, order-by-order in GN . To first order, the former includes only the

stress-tensor global block, whereas the latter is given by a tree-level Witten diagram for graviton exchange, which

also includes the exchange of [O1O1] and [O2O2] double traces [14,89–91]. This makes it clear what VMFT is missing

from the CFT point of view in order to comprise a viable CFT correlator, namely the exchange of double- and, at

higher orders, multi-trace operators required for consistency (for example, integer quantised spins). See [16] for a

related discussion. In purely gravitational language, this exclusion of multi-traces can be interpreted as neglecting

the overlap of the wavefunctions of the different external particles (though including the quantum ‘fuzziness’ of the

wavefunction). This was made more precise in [92], with a proposal that Virasoro blocks capture all orders in the

two-parameter perturbation theory of first-quantised particles coupled to gravity, while omitting contributions which

are nonperturbative in this particular expansion.
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exponentially with distance (even if they are strong or even nonlocal on AdS scales), these states

become free, and hence well-approximated by the double-traces of MFT. In AdS3, the situation

is qualitatively different, because the gravitational potential does not fall off with distance, giving

rise to a finite binding energy even at large spin. Because gravity couples universally to energy-

momentum, the binding energy is determined by only the dimensions of the contributing operators

and c, and our result (1.8) for the anomalous twist computes this exactly for the discrete Regge

trajectories with α = α1 + α2 + mb. The binding energy (1.8) is always negative, giving a fully

quantum version of the attractive nature of gravity.

MFT is not only a good approximation at large spin, but also for large N theories with weakly

coupled bulk duals. In AdS3, the same applies to our results in a c → ∞ limit with operator

dimensions fixed, in which they reduce to MFT as shown in section 4; but VMFT also reproduces

results from classical gravity when h scales with c, so that gravitational interactions are strong. The

clearest demonstration of this is the classical computation of the energy of the lightest two-particle

bound state. A heavy scalar particle, with action given by its mass m� L−1
AdS times the worldline

proper time, S = m
∫
dτ , backreacts on the metric by sourcing a conical defect with deficit angle

∆φ = 8πmGN (5.1)

where we assumed mGN � 1. Translating to CFT variables using 2h ∼ mLAdS and c = 3LAdS
2GN

∼
6Q2, the momentum is proportional to the particle mass, α ∼ mLAdS

2Q , and the deficit angle may be

written as

∆φ =
4πα

Q
. (5.2)

The classical solution for two particles superposed at the centre of AdS simply adds their masses

m, so the energy of the lightest two-particle state is given, to leading order in c, by the addition of

momentum α, as in VMFT. The relation (5.2) holds even for finite mGN , where the deficit angle

is

∆φ = 2π(1−
√

1− 8mGN ) . (5.3)

This shows that the addition of defect angles, depicted in figure 2, is the classical, large c version

of the fully quantum finite c addition of momenta α.26

5.2 Gravitational interpretation of anomalous twists

The anomalous twist δh
(αt,ᾱt)
m due to non-vacuum T-channel exchange maps, in the bulk, to cor-

rections to the VMFT Regge trajectories due to couplings of the double-twist constituents to other

bulk matter. For identical operators O1 = O2, the negativity of the anomalous twist due to pri-

maries above the vacuum, δh
(αt,ᾱt)
0 < 0, shown in (3.21), implies that these matter couplings further

26Note that the definition of α includes the shift c → c − 1, thus including some quantum corrections. This, and

the validity of the additivity rule for momenta at finite c, suggests that in the AdS3 quantum theory, there is some

(perhaps non-geometric) notion of conical defect associated to CFT local operators with large spin and low twist,

with “angle” 4πα/Q. These would be analogous to putative quantum black holes whose microstates are dual to CFT

local operators above threshold.
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decrease the binding energy of the leading-twist operator (at least in the case αt < 2α1, where this

negativity applies), interpreted as the attractive nature of gravity.

However, the result (3.17) for the large spin asymptotics is in striking contrast to the analogous

result taking only global primaries into account, familiar from d > 2 [5, 6]:

δhs ≈ `−2h̄t
s (global primaries, d > 2) (5.4)

δhs ≈ e−2πᾱt
√
`s (Virasoro primaries, d = 2) (5.5)

The scaling for d > 2 (also valid for 1 � `s � c in d = 2, as shown in section 3.3) is interpreted

as the long-distance propagator of an exchanged field, decaying as e−2h̄tr, where r ∼ log `s is the

separation between particles in a two-particle global primary state of orbital angular momentum

`s. In fact, an identical explanation is true for our d = 2 result, with the discrepancy explained

by the fact that we must consider Virasoro primaries in the S-channel, which modifies the relation

between the CFT operator spin `s and the bulk orbital spin, `orb. This requires performing a

conformal transformation on the naive bulk two-particle state such that it is dual to a Virasoro

primary; it will turn out that the orbital angular momentum carries most of its spin in descendants.

We now demonstrate this in a context of weak gravitational interactions, namely at large c with

fixed external conformal weights, but allowing the spin of the two-particle state to take any value.

We first construct classical states of two particles orbiting in the AdS potential at large sep-

aration, which will be dual to coherent superpositions of double-twist operators of large angular

momentum. A single particle state at the centre of global AdS is created in radial quantisation

by inserting the corresponding operator at the origin z = z̄ = 0; to change the trajectory of the

particle we apply a global conformal transformation, which moves the operator insertion to some

other z, z̄, where we take 1 − |z̄| � 1 to give large angular momentum. The two-particle state

simply inserts two such operators, in such a way that the particles are well-separated:

|Ψ〉 = φ1(z1, z̄1 = e−ε1)φ2(z2, z̄2 = −e−ε2)|0〉 (5.6)

The dependence on left-moving coordinates z1, z2 won’t play any significant part here. The norm

〈Ψ|Ψ〉 is precisely the lightcone limit of the four-point function at small ε1,2, and the particles can

be interpreted as weakly interacting when this is well-approximated by the product of two-point

functions, or in other words dominated by the vacuum operator in the T-channel. In particular,

we will suppress the gravitational interactions by taking large c; including them would require the

holomorphic Virasoro vacuum block.

Under this assumption of weak interactions, the stress-tensor expectation values can now be

computed by analyticity and the OPE. In the cylinder frame parameterised by w = i log z, this is

given by the Casimir energy on the circle, plus sums of contributions from each particle:

〈T̄ (w̄)〉Ψ =
c

24
− h̄1

(
sinh ε1

cosh ε1 − cos w̄

)2

− h̄2

(
sinh ε2

cosh ε2 + cos w̄

)2

. (5.7)

It will be sufficient for us to demand only a classical version of the primary state condition, namely

that the one-point function of the stress-tensor 〈T̄ (w̄)〉Ψ = 〈Ψ|T̄ (w̄)|Ψ〉 is consistent with |Ψ〉 being

primary (in our limit only the antiholomorphic version will be important).
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Demanding only the quasiprimary condition requires that the expectation values of L̄±1 vanish,

and at small εi we have 〈L̄±1〉Ψ ∼ h̄1
ε1
− h̄2

ε2
so this is achieved by taking εi ∼ 2h̄i

`orb
with `orb � 1. The

spin of the state |Ψ〉 is then computed by 〈L̄0〉Ψ ∼ h̄1
ε1

+ h̄2
ε2
∼ `orb, so `orb is the ‘orbital angular

momentum’. It therefore determines the separation of the particles, and hence the forces between

them, in the same way as for higher dimensions, giving δhs ∼ `−2h̄t
orb .

Now we impose the Virasoro primary condition 〈L̄n〉Ψ = 0 for all n 6= 0, or in other words that

〈T̄ (w̄)〉 is a constant. To achieve this, we act on the state |Ψ〉 with a conformal transformation,

described by a diffeomorphism of the w̄ circle, to give a new state |Ψ′〉. Choosing w̄′ ∈ Diff(S1)

(so that w̄′ is a smooth, monotonic 2π periodic function of w̄), the stress tensor expectation value

after the conformal transformation is

〈T̄ (w̄′)〉Ψ′ =

(
dw̄′

dw̄

)−2 [
〈T̄ (w̄)〉Ψ −

c

12
S(w̄′; w̄)

]
=

c

24
− 〈L̄0〉Ψ′ (constant), (5.8)

where S(f(w);w) = f ′′′(w)
f ′(w) − 3

2

(
f ′′(w)
f ′(w)

)2
is the Schwarzian derivative. The diffeomorphism w̄′ is

uniquely determined (up to rigid rotations) by the condition that the transformed stress tensor is

constant. We will not directly compute the required conformal transformation w̄′(w̄), but rather

will indirectly determine the relevant information by considering the following ODE:

ψ′′(w̄) +
6

c
〈T̄ (w̄)〉ψ(w̄) = 0 (5.9)

For us, we need only the mathematical fact that this is preserved under Diff(S1) if ψ transforms as

a weight −1
2 primary, ψ′(w̄′) =

(
dw̄′

dw̄

) 1
2
ψ(w̄) (though it is not coincidental that the same equation

is familiar from semiclassical computations of Virasoro conformal blocks, as well as solutions of

Liouville’s equation and Einstein’s equations in AdS3, e.g. [7, 62, 94, 95]). In particular, the mon-

odromy of the ODE around the w circle (as parameterised by the trace of the monodromy matrix

TrM) is invariant under transformations (5.8) of the stress tensor. In the ‘classically primary’ state

|Ψ′〉 this is easily computed:

〈L̄0〉Ψ′ =
c

24
(1 + 4p̄2

s) ∼ `s =⇒ TrM = 2 cosh(2πp̄s) (5.10)

Now it remains only to compute the monodromy of (5.9) with the stress tensor as given in (5.7),

and to equate that with (5.10). This can be done when `orb � 1, so εi � 1 (without assumptions

on the relative size of `orb and c required), by patching together solutions in different regions, as

explained in appendix F. The result is

TrM = 2 cosh(2πp̄s) ∼
(

12π

c

)2 4h̄1h̄2

ε1ε2
− 2 =⇒ `orb ∼

c

6π
cosh (πp̄s) (5.11)

Note that, depending on the size of `orb relative to c, the monodromy could be large or of order

one. We have now determined the ‘orbital’ angular momentum `orb as a function of the spin of the

primary state `s, as parameterised by p̄s. This determines the anomalous dimensions as for d > 2:

δhs ≈ `−2h̄t
orb ∼

( c

6π
cosh (πp̄s)

)−2h̄t
(5.12)
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This precisely matches the result computed from the fusion kernel in the appropriate limit, in

section 3.3. Not only do we reproduce the anomalous dimensions at large spin, but also interpolate

smoothly to the result at `s � c, which give the results of a global analysis applied to d = 2:

`s � c =⇒ `orb ∼ `s (5.13)

`s � c =⇒ `orb ∼
c

12π
e
π
√

6
c
`s . (5.14)

6 Semiclassical limits and late-time physics

6.1 Heavy-light limit

In this subsection we study the fusion kernel in the semiclassical ‘heavy-light’ limit. Denoting

h1 = H and h2 = h, the limit is defined as

Heavy-light limit: H →∞, c→∞ with H
c , h fixed. (6.1)

Our present goal is to compute the T-channel heavy-light blocks of [7,44] and to understand their

corrections from a new perspective. We will mostly discuss the vacuum in the T-channel, because

in some appropriate limits the vacuum block dominates other contributions to the full correlation

function of theories with bulk duals27.

First, we take the fusion kernel for T-channel vacuum exchange, parameterized as

α1 =
Q

2
+ ib−1p, α2 ∼ bh, αs =

Q

2
+ ib−1ps, αt = 0 (6.2)

The limit (6.1) corresponds to the b→ 0 limit with p, ps, h fixed. In terms of the dimensions, this

means that

H ∼ c− 1

24
(1 + 4p2), (6.3)

so p ∈ R if the heavy operator is above the black hole threshold. The momentum p is often

parameterized by an effective inverse “temperature” p = π/β. It is straightforward to take the

limit of the expression (2.16), using the semiclassical limits of the special function Γb in section

2.2.4. To leading order, we find

lim
b→0

b2 logSαs1 = J(2p) + J(2ps)− 2J(p− ps)− 2J(p+ ps)− 2π(|p| − |ps|)Θ(|p| − |ps|),

where J(x) :=

∫ 1+ix

1
log Γ(t) dt+

∫ 1−ix

1
log Γ(t) dt = F (1 + ix) + F (1− ix)− 2F (1). (6.4)

The main properties of J that will be important are that it is even, analytic on the real line

(with branch cuts on the imaginary axis starting at ±i), and vanishes at the origin. The resulting

27Dominance of the vacuum block alone requires several assumptions. In particular, unless h
√

H
c
� 1, even if the

light operator is dual to a bulk free field, its double-trace contributions are not suppressed, but are required to give

the sum over images for the full two-point function in the background created by the heavy operator.
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Figure 6: The order b−2 piece of log S1αs , with p = 1, as a function of ps.

expression is even in p and ps, as required by reflection symmetry, so we can restrict attention

to p, ps > 0. The kernel is maximal at ps = p, where the leading semiclassical exponent above

vanishes, and has a kink there coming from the final term, with derivative 2π on the left and zero

on the right, as shown in figure 6. This kink can be understood as a consequence of the poles

at αs = α1 + α2 + mb (and a reflected line) accumulating close to the Reαs = Q
2 axis. In the

semiclassical limit, these poles coalesce into a branch cut, and in the heavy-light limit, two such

cuts meet at ps = p giving rise to the kink. In a moment we will take an alternative limit where

the poles become individually visible, and give them a gravitational interpretation.

In order to compute the T-channel block, we integrate Sαs1 against S-channel blocks. At this

point, it may seem that we gain nothing by using the fusion kernel, since we must have control

over the S-channel blocks. However, since the fusion kernel is largest for ps close to p, the integral

is dominated by internal S-channel dimensions close to the heavy operator dimension. To zoom in

on this regime, we choose αs = αH + ibx with x of order one, so that hs −H ∼ 2px in the limit.

As it turns out, these S-channel blocks simplify as much as one could ever hope for: as observed in

appendix E of [7],28 if H − hs, h �
√
c ∼ b−1, the S-channel block reduces to the ‘scaling block’,

the contribution of the single primary operator alone:

FS(αs|z) ∼ z−h1−h2+hs ∼ z2px−h (6.5)

Now, to evaluate the identity T-channel block in this limit, we will integrate this S-channel block

against the fusion kernel. Writing αs = αH + ibx and taking the large c limit with x fixed, we have

Sαs1 ∼ b−1(2p)2heπx
1

2π

Γ(h− ix)Γ(h+ ix)

Γ(2h)
as b→ 0. (6.6)

28All descendants are suppressed by powers of (H−hs)2

c
and h2

c
: projecting the four-point function onto the hs

representation by inserting complete sets of states L−n1 · · ·L−nk |hs〉, the matrix elements appearing are of order

hk, (H − hs)k, but the normalisation coming from the inverse Kac matrix suppresses by c−k.
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In particular, we see that this is consistent with the earlier result, since for large |x|, we have

Γ(h − ix)Γ(h + ix) ≈ e−π|x|, the exponential scaling with x joining smoothly onto either side of

the kink at ps = p. The accumulating poles at αs = α1 ± (α2 +mb) that caused the kink are now

individually visible.

Now that we have the blocks and the kernel for this region of internal dimensions, we can

evaluate this part of the integral,

FT (1|1− z) ∼
∫ x0

−x0

dx(2p)2heπx
1

2π

Γ(h− ix)Γ(h+ ix)

Γ(2h)
z2px−h (6.7)

for some x0 consistent with the parametric regime articulated above. To begin, we take the bounds

x0 → ∞. To compute the resulting integral, we choose z = eit for t with a positive real part,

allowing us to close the contour in the upper half-plane, where we pick up the residues

2πi Res
x=i(h+n)

1

2π

Γ(h− ix)Γ(h+ ix)

Γ(2h)
=

(−2h

n

)
, (6.8)

These sum to a binomial series, yielding

FT (1|1− z) ∼ z−h
(

2ip

z−ip − zip
)2h

(6.9)

Continuity allows us to extend this to real z. This result (6.9) is precisely the limit computed in [7]

using the monodromy method for large h, and extended to finite h in [44]. In fact, in [7] the inverse

Laplace transform of the heavy-light block was used to derive precisely the spectral density (6.6),

the inverse of the computation in (6.7).

The poles here have a nice gravitational interpretation as quasinormal modes of the BTZ black

hole (after combining with antiholomorphic counterparts) [7, 96]. Here it is clear that, while their

presence dominates the integral over intermediate states, the contour runs between them along

real ps, so the poles should not be interpreted as part of the physical spectrum of states. This is

important for preservation of unitarity, since they correspond to complex scaling dimensions.

This computation applies when the heavy operator lies above the black hole threshold, but the

same form for the semiclassical limit of the vacuum block holds when 24H
c < 1, simply taking p→ ip

in (6.7). We derive this in a similar way from the fusion kernel in section 6.1.2, while generalising

to allow for a light non-vacuum exchange operator in the T-channel.

6.1.1 Forbidden singularities

In the computation above, we have been rather cavalier, taking x0 → ∞ and assuming that the

integral over S-channel intermediate dimensions is dominated by a particular region. However, for

certain kinematics, we already see a sure sign that this cannot possibly hold: for some values of

z, the integral (6.7) diverges! Since Γ(h − ix)Γ(h + ix) ≈ e−π|x| for large |x|, convergence of the

integral requires that e
−π
p < |z| < 1. This divergence causes a seemingly paradoxical property of
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the heavy-light blocks, dubbed the ‘forbidden singularities’ [97], also studied in [46, 98]. To see

this most clearly, write z = e−τ , with τ interpreted as imaginary time in radial quantisation, and

p = π/β:

FT (1|1− e−τ ) ∼ ehτ
(
β

π
sin

πτ

β

)−2h

(6.10)

This (excepting the prefactor, which can be removed by making a conformal transformation to

the cylinder) is periodic in τ with period β; indeed, this (times its antiholomorphic counterpart)

equals the universal CFT2 result for a two-point function on the line at finite temperature. As

noted in [97], though, the singularity as τ → 0 required by the OPE limit gives rise to further

singularities at τ = nβ, which cannot be present in a correlation function or conformal block (e.g.

because of convergence in the unit disk in the nome variable |q| [84]).

We now have a simple explanation for this phenomenon: as we get too close to the first singu-

larity at τ = π
p , the suppression of the fusion kernel at smaller values of intermediate dimension is

no longer sufficient to overwhelm the S-channel blocks, and the integral (6.7) starts to pick up sig-

nificant contributions from large negative x, where our approximation for the kernel and S-channel

block no longer apply. The full integral over ps still converges, and the block is finite, but now

the integral is dominated by a saddle-point at smaller values of intermediate dimension, and is

therefore enhanced exponentially in c. This is an example of the equivalence between ensembles

breaking down for certain observables: the canonical and microcanonical results are only close

for choices of observable which do not significantly shift the saddle-point over energies. Here we

see very explicitly (albeit in the context of an individual block, rather than a full microcanonical

correlation function) that when the Euclidean time becomes too close to the effective temperature,

the intermediate energies (represented by ps) shift to a new saddle point.

6.1.2 Conical defects and non-vacuum exchange

We now address the case where we remain in the heavy-light limit, but with H
c < 1

24 . Simulta-

neously, we generalise to allow for non-vacuum exchange in the T-channel, with ht of order one.

From the gravitational point of view, in this range of dimensions the heavy operator is dual to a

particle creating a conical defect, rather than a black hole; this qualitative difference is visible from

our calculation because the fusion kernel contains discrete contributions from poles at αs = αm,

which dominate in the semiclassical limit.

We now parameterise the external weights as

α1 ∼ ηb−1, 0 < η <
1

2
, α2 ∼ hb, (6.11)

so H ∼ c
6η(1 − η). We compute the coefficients of the poles at αs = αm with m of order one in

this limit. For the vacuum T-channel, the residues match those found above in the calculation of

(6.7) with p→ i(η − 1
2); for nonzero ht, the coefficients of the double pole, from the expressions in
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Appendix B, have the following small b limits:

dRes
αs=αm

Sαsαt ∼
m∑
n=0

(1− 2η)2h−htΓ(2ht)Γ(ht + n)Γ(2h+m)

2π(n!)2Γ(1 +m− n)Γ(ht)2Γ(ht − n)Γ(2h+ n)
b

=
(1− 2η)2h−ht(2h)mΓ(2ht) 3F2(1− ht, ht,−m; 1, 2h; 1)

2πm!Γ(ht)2
b

Res
αs=αm

Sαsαt ∼
m∑
n=0

(∂m + ∂n)
(1− 2η)2h−htΓ(2ht)Γ(ht + n)Γ(2h+m)

2π(n!)2Γ(1 +m− n)Γ(ht)2Γ(ht − n)Γ(2h+ n)
. (6.12)

In the large c limit, we can simply sum the contributions of these residues for m ∈ Z≥0 (the number

of poles that have crossed the contour is of order c), and furthermore use the scaling block in place

of the S-channel block as above, since the poles lie at hs −H of order one:

FT (αt|1− z) =

∫
dαs
2i

SαsαtFS(αs|z) (6.13)

∼− 2πz−2hη
∞∑
m=0

(
Res

αs=αm
Sαsαt + b−1 (1− 2η) dRes

αs=αm
Sαsαt log z

)
zm(1−2η).

This gives a power series in w := z1−2η, whose coefficients (6.12) match the expansion of the

T-channel global block k2ht(1− w), but in terms of the new w variable:

FT (αt|1− z) ∼ (1− 2η)2h−htz−2hη(1− w)ht−2h
2F1(ht, ht; 2ht; 1− w). (6.14)

This is the same as the result computed by [44], who directly summed descendants in a basis of

Virasoro generators adapted to the w coordinate. The gravitational interpretation is natural here,

as the conformal transformation to the w coordinate maps locally pure AdS onto the conical defect

geometry. In CFT language, the w coordinate is the choice such that the stress tensor expectation

value in the presence of the heavy operator vanishes. In our calculation, the defect angle comes

from the spacing between the VMFT double-twist poles.

The technical details of the calculation are similar to the H
c > 1

24 case, but the interpretation

is rather different: the poles we are summing over should now be interpreted as physical operators

which will appear in the S-channel spectrum (albeit with some corrections in the exact correlation

function), double-twist composites of one heavy and one light particle.

6.1.3 Connection to large spin analysis

The semiclassical heavy-light limit of the block was used by [7] for an analysis at large spin, which

we now put into the context of our finite c results of section 3.2. Their computation involved

decomposing the T-channel heavy-light identity block into the S-channel, interpreting the result as

the asymptotic twist of Regge trajectories at large spin. Our derivation of the heavy-light block –

for example, (6.7) – is precisely the inverse of this, so it is clear that their result gives the relevant

large c limit of the fusion kernel, with h1 − hs of order one. Certain aspects of their result become
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clearer with our new perspective. They decomposed into S-channel quasiprimaries, but saw no

sign of Virasoro descendants; we now see that this is a consequence of the suppression of S-channel

descendants in the relevant limit. For h1
c < 1

24 they saw an infinite number of discrete Regge

trajectories, but their result is reliable only for m � √c, and similarly, for h1
c > 1

24 they see a

continuum in twist, but are only really sensitive to the range |hs − h1| �
√
c. Their results for the

large ` asymptotic twist when 24h1
c < 1, namely

hs = h1 +

√
1− 24h1

c
(h2 +m), (6.15)

follow simply from a large c expansion of αs = α1 + α2 + mb, as long as m � √c. Taking in

addition h1
c � 1, this reduces to a ‘Newtonian limit’ with h1h2

c fixed as c → ∞, in which the

Virasoro vacuum block becomes the exponential of the stress-tensor contribution, and we find, for

the leading Regge trajectory,

hs = h1 + h2 −
12h1h2

c
(Newtonian limit) (6.16)

We also reproduce this result from the Lorentzian inversion formula in appendix D.

6.2 Late time

One interesting choice of kinematics for the four-point function we have been considering gives the

a time-ordered two-point function of the light operator O = O2 on the Lorentzian cylinder, in the

heavy state |ψ〉 corresponding to O1:

〈ψ|O(t, φ)O(0)|ψ〉 = G(z = e−i(t+φ), z̄ = e−i(t−φ)) (6.17)

As we evolve in time, we find singularities when t ± φ goes through 2π times an integer, due to

the operators passing through their mutual lightcones. To regulate this (and give the proper time-

ordering), t should be given a small negative imaginary part so that z, z̄ lie inside the unit circle.

Since we will just consider chiral blocks here, the dependence on angle φ will be suppressed.

It is natural to write this as an expansion over conformal blocks in the T-channel, OO → ψψ,

since summing over light operators in this channel reproduces the results of gravitational effective

field theory; in particular, the heavy-light vacuum block (6.9), with z = e−it, equals the result

computed from a free particle in a planar BTZ background. But this decays exponentially for

all time, as e−2pht (coming from the slowest quasinormal mode, the leading pole in (6.7)), which

is in tension with an S-channel expansion as a discrete sum over operators weighted by a phase

e−i∆st. This implies that the correlation function cannot decay forever, but must eventually (at

times longer than the inverse level-spacing) fluctuate around a value of order e−S , a version of the

information paradox [99].

Here, we will see to what extent the decay is corrected within a single T-channel block once

finite c corrections are included, a problem studied numerically in [46]. We restrict to the case
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Re(α1 + α2) > Q
2 , where Q is arbitrary. In the S-channel, Lorentzian time evolution simply gives

a phase e−iths . Restricting for ease of presentation to time differences t ∈ 2πZ, we have

FT (αt|t0 + t) =

∫
dαs
2i
FS(αs|t0)Sαsαte

−itαs(Q−αs) (6.18)

=

∫ ∞
c−1
24

dhs

2
√
hs − c−1

24

FS(αs|t0)Sαsαte
−iths , (6.19)

where αs = Q
2 + iPs. The last equality makes it clear that this is a Fourier transform with respect

to hs. At very late times, this will be controlled by the least smooth feature in hs, and since the

blocks and fusion kernel are analytic functions of αs, this must be at hs = c−1
24 , αs = Q

2 . For generic

external dimensions, the fusion kernel has a double zero at this location in αs, coming from factors

of Γb(Q− 2αs)Γb(2αs −Q) in the denominators of (2.10) and (2.16). Since dh/dα = Q− 2α, this

becomes a simple zero in hs. This means that the spectral density in terms of hs begins at c−1
24

with a square root edge, and after taking the Fourier transform, the result is that the block decays

as t−3/2. Refining this slightly, we can also find the coefficient of this late time decay analytically,

at least for the vacuum block. Writing αs = Q
2 + iPs, the calculation of the integral at late time

is most naturally done by stationary phase, dominated by Ps = 0. Taking into account the double

zero of the kernel, we find

FT (αt|t+ t0) =

∫ ∞
0

dPsFS(αs|t0)Sαsαte
−it(Q

2

2
+P 2

s )

∼ 1
2∂

2
PsSαsαt

∣∣
αs=

Q
2

×FS
(
Q
2 |t0

)
e−i

Q2

2
t

√
π

4
(it)−3/2.

(6.20)

This is valid for all Q. This power law was observed numerically by [46], with precisely this

explanation proposed. This behaviour is familiar from random matrix theory where the semicircle

eigenvalue distribution has the same square root edge, and hence the same t−3/2 power law decay of

the spectral form factor at times sufficiently early that fluctuations away from the average eigenvalue

density are not resolved.

For the identity operator, it is simple to use (2.16) to evaluate the first term in the prefactor;

this was done in (2.30). In the heavy-light limit (6.1)–(6.3), that result becomes

1
2∂

2
PsSαs1

∣∣
αs=

Q
2

∼ 16π2

sinh(2πp)Γ(2h)2

(p
b

)4h−1
e−b

−2(2πp+4J(p)−J(2p)), (6.21)

The exponent matches the earlier semiclassical result evaluated at ps = 0. The dependence on the

initial S-channel block is somewhat trickier to compute, but if we choose t0 = −iε to be a small

imaginary time regulator, we have z = e−it0 ∼ 1− ε for small ε, so are in the regime where this can

be evaluated by the cross-channel limit (2.32). This gives (assuming α2 <
Q
4 , α1)

FS(Q2 |t0) =
Γb(Q)3Γb(2α1 − 2α2)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2)Γb(Q− 2α2)4

Γb(Q− 4α2)Γb(
Q
2 + α1 − α2)4Γb(

3Q
2 − α1 − α2)4

ε−2h2+h(2α2)(1 +O(ε))

∼
√

(πp)3 cosh(πp)

sinh3(πp)

(
tanh(πp)

πp

)2h

eb
−2(4J(p)−J(2p))ε−2b2h2

,
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where in the second line we have again taken the heavy-light limit. Ignoring phases and subleading

factors (where we fix c−1 � ε� 1 in the large c limit), we find the following late-time behaviour:

FT (1|t) ≈ e−2πpb−2
t−3/2 (6.22)

The same power law was also seen in contribution of the vacuum Virasoro characters to the spectral

form factor [100]. This can be explained as the same square-root edge of the modular-S matrix [42]

(the analogue of the fusion kernel for Virasoro characters), but in this case the identity (for which

null descendants must be subtracted) is qualitatively different, with non-vacuum characters only

decaying as t−1/2, since their dual channel spectral densities diverge as
(
hs − c−1

24

)−1/2
.

While the power law behaviour (6.20) holds for any sufficiently heavy (generic) external dimen-

sions and any c, in the semiclassical heavy-light regime it does not set in until a parametrically late

time. Before times of order c there is exponential decay, as visible from the semiclassical limit of

the block (6.7), (6.10). There is in fact a sharp transition where this exponential decay ceases, since

the block behaves simply as a sum of the exponential decay e−2pht with order one coefficient, and

the power law with exponentially small coefficient e−2π c
6
p, and these terms exchange dominance at

a crossover time which is sharply defined at large c,

tc =
πc

6h
, (6.23)

precisely the result observed in numerical studies [46].29 To see that there is a sharp transition, take

times of order c where the stationary phase approximation and large c saddle-point approximation

combine into a steepest descent analysis; it turns out that there are always two separate saddle-

points, those producing the semiclassical result and late-time behaviour, and they lie on separate

steepest descent contours. A logical alternative was to find a single saddle-point which moved

from αs = α1 to αs = Q
2 as time increased, giving a smooth function of t

c as opposed to a sharp

transition.

Finally, we point out that for light external operators α1 + α2 <
Q
2 , while there is still a piece

giving a t−3/2 decay coming from the integral over the continuum of αs, it is not dominant, because

the poles at αs = α1 +α2 +mb contribute phases eiths . At large c, these poles can give a very large

number of fluctuating contributions of comparable amplitude but with irrationally related periods,

and are the source of the erratic behaviour observed in [16].

29While this crossover time is order c, it does not grow with the energy of the heavy state, so is not of order the

entropy, suggesting that it is not caused by resolving nontrivial eigenvalue statistics. From its derivation, it is clear

that this is the case, since it is simply a feature of the coarse-grained spectral density, so true signs of discreteness

of the S-channel spectrum can only come from sums over infinitely many internal T-channel operators. Nonetheless,

it would be interesting to clarify if this feature is present in correlation functions of theories with gravitational duals

once T-channel blocks beyond the vacuum are added, and to attempt to give a semiclassical description, perhaps in

terms of near-threshold black holes.
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A Special functions

In this appendix we discuss the different properties of the special functions necessary to derive our

results for the fusion kernel. Throughout this appendix (and the paper), m and n are non-negative

integers and Q = b+ b−1.

Definition of Γb(x)

The main function that appears is the Barnes double gamma function Γb(x), having the property

Γb = Γb−1 and satisfying the functional equation

Γb(x+ b) =

√
2πbbx−

1
2

Γ(bx)
Γb(x) , (A.1)

along with a similar equation with b→ b−1. It is a meromorphic function with no zeroes and simple

poles at x = −mb − nb−1.30 Its normalization is fixed by Γb

(
Q
2

)
. The functional relation (A.1)

can be used repeatedly to derive the following shift relations

Γb(x+mb+ nb−1) =(2π)
m+n

2

(
m−1∏
`=0

Γ(xb+ `b2)

)−1(n−1∏
k=0

Γ(xb−1 + kb−2 +m)

)−1

b
n−m

2
−mn+x(mb−nb−1)+ 1

2
m(m−1)b2− 1

2
n(n−1)b−2

Γb(x) .

(A.2)

30We will often implicitly assume that b2 is not a rational number.
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The double gamma function admits the following integral representation, convergent for x in the

right half-plane [57]:

log Γb(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

[
e−xt − e−Qt/2

(1− e−bt)(1− e−b−1t)
− 1

2
(Q/2− x)2e−t − Q/2− x

t

]
(A.3)

Along with the shift relation, this defines the function everywhere.

Residues

The integral representation (A.3) fixes the residue of Γb(x) at x = 0 to

Res
x→0

Γb(x) =
Γb(Q)

2π
. (A.4)

We furthermore have the following Laurent expansion

Γb(x) ∼ Γb(Q)

2π

(
1

x
− γb +O(x)

)
, x→ 0 , (A.5)

where [29,101]

γb =− 3

2
b−1 log b+ (γ − 1

2
log(2π))b−1 + b log b+

γ

2
b

− ib
∫ ∞

0
dy
ψ(1 + ib2y)− ψ(1− ib2y)

e2πy − 1
,

(A.6)

and ψ(x) = Γ′(x)
Γ(x) is the digamma function. We can use the shift relation (A.2) to find the residues

at the locations of the other poles

Res
x=−mb−nb−1

Γb(x) =
b
m−n

2
+ 1

2
m(m+1)b2− 1

2
n(n+1)b−2

(2π)
m+n

2

(∏m
k=1 Γ(−kb2)

) (∏n
l=1 Γ(−lb−2)

)∏m
k=1

∏n
l=1(−kb− lb−1)

Res
x=0

Γb(x) .

(A.7)

Asymptotics

Here we list the main asymptotic formulae that are used in the paper. Some of the derivations are

detailed in the following subsections.

Starting from the integral representation (A.3), one can show that Γb has the following asymp-

totic behaviour for fixed b as |x| → ∞ for x in the right half-plane

log Γb(x) ∼ −1

2
x2 log x+

3

4
x2 +

Q

2
x log x− Q

2
x− Q2 + 1

12
log x+ log Γ0(b) +O(x−1) . (A.8)

Here, we have introduced the following function

log Γ0(b) =−
∫ ∞

0

dt

t

(
e−Qt/2

(1− e−bt)(1− e−b−1t)
− 1

t2
− Q2 − 2

24
e−t

)
. (A.9)
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The semiclassical limit, which corresponds to taking b → 0 with arguments scaling like b−1, is

given by

log Γb(b
−1x+ b

2) ∼ 1

2b2

(
1

2
− x
)2

log b+
2x− 1

4b2
log(2π)− 1

b2

∫ x

1
2

dt log Γ(t)

−
∞∑
n=0

cn+1b
4n+2

(
ψ(2n)(x)− ψ(2n)(1/2)

)
, (A.10)

with the cn’s defined in section A.2.

The global limit means taking the small b limit but with argument scaling like b this time. It

can be derived from the semiclassical one by using the shift relation and the result is

Γb(bx) ∼1

8
b−2 log b− 1

2
F (0)b−2 +

3

4
(2x− 1) log b+ log Γ(x) +

2x− 3

4
log(2π) +O(b2) , (A.11)

where F (x = 0) =
∫ 0

1
2
dy log Γ(y)

Γ(1−y) = 1
12 log 2− 3 logA where A is Glaisher’s constant.

Results for Sb(x)

It is often convenient to define the function

Sb(x) =
Γb(x)

Γb(Q− x)
. (A.12)

Sb(x) is a meromorphic function with poles at x = −mb− nb−1 and zeroes at x = Q+mb+ nb−1.

It satisfies the following shift relations

Sb(x+mb+ nb−1) =(−)mn2m+n

(
m−1∏
`=0

sin(πb(x+ `b))

)(
n−1∏
k=0

sin(πb−1(x+ kb−1))

)
Sb(x)

(A.13)

and admits the following integral representation in the strip 0 < Re(x) < Q

logSb(x) =

∫ ∞
0

(
sinh((Q2 − x)t)

2 sinh( bt2 ) sinh( t
2b)
− Q− 2x

t

)
. (A.14)

It is useful to record the asymptotics of Sb(x) as |x| → ∞ for fixed b. The following formula is valid

for x in the upper half-plane

logSb(x) ∼ − iπ
2
x2 +

iπ

2
Qx− iπ

12
(Q2 + 1) +O(x−1). (A.15)

This follows directly from the asymptotics (A.8). The asymptotic formula for x in the lower half-

plane can be deduced by noting that Sb(x) = 1
Sb(Q−x) .

The global and semiclassical limits can be derived directly from those of Γb so we will not write

them here.
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Results for Υb(x)

We also define the upsilon function

Υb(x) =
1

Γb(x)Γb(Q− x)
, (A.16)

which is an entire function of x with zeroes at x = −mb−nb−1 and x = Q+mb+nb−1. It satisfies

the shift relations

Υb(x+mb+ nb−1) =

(
m−1∏
`=0

Γ(xb+ `b2 + n)

Γ(1− xb− `b2 − n)

)(
n−1∏
k=1

Γ(xb−1 + kb−2)

Γ(1− xb−1 − kb−2)

)
bm−n−2mn−2x(mb−nb−1)−m(m−1)b2+n(n−1)b−2

Υb(x)

(A.17)

and admits the following integral representation in the strip 0 < Re(x) < Q

log Υb(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

[(
Q

2
− x
)2

e−t − sinh2((Q2 − x) t2)

sinh( bt2 ) sinh( t
2b)

]
. (A.18)

The asymptotics of Υb(x) for large argument, derived mainly from (A.8), are given by the following

formula for x in the upper half-plane

log Υb(x) ∼x2 log x−
(

3

2
+
iπ

2

)
x2 −Qx log x+

(
1 +

iπ

2

)
Qx+

(
Q2 + 1

6

)
log x

− iπ

12
(Q2 + 1)− 2 log Γ0(b) +O(x−1) .

(A.19)

The global and semiclassical limit are again easy to derive so we don’t write them explicitly.

A.1 Derivation of large argument asymptotics

This section is dedicated to deriving the large argument asymptotics (A.8) for the double gamma

function. The main idea to derive asymptotic formulae is to massage the integrals into a form

where we can apply Watson’s lemma. This says that for a function f which is smooth near 0, and

is bounded by some exponential, we can write an asymptotic formula by Taylor expanding f and

integrating term-by-term:∫ ∞
0

dt e−txf(t) ∼
∞∑
n=0

f (n)(0)x−n−1 as x→∞ (A.20)

In fact, the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma implies that this is valid for |x| → ∞ anywhere in the right

half-plane Rex > 0, under slightly stronger assumptions on f . In our examples, we won’t be able

to do this immediately, because the function multiplying e−tx has a pole at t = 0. The trick will

be to subtract the polar piece using some simple functions, and what remains will be integrals that

we can evaluate, typically in terms of simple powers and logarithms.
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For this first case, we start with the integral representation (A.3). The interesting x dependence

of this function comes from the piece of the integrand proportional to e−xt. This term in the

integrand alone is singular at t = 0, but by subtracting some simple pieces, we can create something

for which Watson’s lemma is applicable:∫ ∞
0

dt

t

(
1

(1− e−bt)(1− e−t/b) −
1

t2
− Q

2t
− Q2 + 1

12

)
e−xt ∼ Q

24x
+ · · · (A.21)

Now we can start to group the remaining terms by their x dependence. A piece independent of x

is given by

log Γ0(b) = −
∫ ∞

0

dt

t

(
e−Qt/2

(1− e−bt)
(
1− e−t/b

) − 1

t2
+
Q2 − 2

24
e−t

)
. (A.22)

Note that the exponential in the final subtraction is required for convergence at infinity. The

integral of the remaining terms can be evaluated as follows:

I3(x) = −
∫ ∞

0

dt

t

(
e−xt

t2
− 1

t2
+
x

t
− 1

2x
2e−t

)
, I3(0) = 0, I ′3(x) = I2(x)

I2(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

(
e−xt

t
− 1

t
+ x e−t

)
, I2(0) = 0, I ′2(x) = I1(x)

I1(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

(
e−t − e−tx

)
, I1(1) = 0, I ′1(x) = I0(x) =

∫ ∞
0

e−xtdt =
1

x

=⇒ I1(x) = log x, I2(x) = x log x− x, I3(x) = 1
2x

2 log x− 3
4x

2 .

Putting this all together, we have

log Γb(x) ∼ −1
2x

2 log x+ 3
4x

2 + Q
2 x log x− Q

2 x−
Q2 + 1

12
log x+ Γ0(b) + · · · (A.23)

where Γ0(b) is given by (A.22), and the ellipsis can be expanded asymptotically from (A.21), by

Taylor expanding the contents of the brackets and integrating term by term.

This applies for |x| → ∞ in the region Re(x) ≥ 0. In fact, we can extend this range by using the

recursion formula, under which the asymptotic expansion remains invariant but we find an integral

that converges in a wider regime. We can use the same formula taking |x| → ∞ in the region

Re(x) ≥ X, for any fixed X ∈ R.

A.2 Derivation of semiclassical limit

Now we consider the limit where we take b→ 0, with parameter proportional to b−1. We can make

life a little easier by differentiating first, since we can use log Γb

(
Q
2

)
= 0 to fix the constant when

we integrate back up. It will be convenient to actually choose the argument to be b−1x + b/2,

and it is straightforward to remove this shift at the end. After substituting for this argument, and
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rescaling the integration variable t by b, we have

Γ′b(b
−1x+ b

2)

Γb(b−1x+ b
2)

=

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

[
−bte−xt−b2t/2

(1− e−t)(1− e−b2t) +
1

2b
(1− 2x)e−bt +

1

bt

]
(A.24)

=

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

 −bte−xt

2(1− e−t) sinh
(
b2t
2

) +
1

2b
(1− 2x)e−t +

1

bt

− 1

2b
(1− 2x) log b .

The second line here is designed to remove any b dependence from exponentials in the integrand.

Once this has been achieved, if we Taylor expand the integrand in b, the result is integrable

term by term.31 Writing the expansion in terms of coefficients of the Taylor series 1
2 sinh(u/2) =

u−1
∑∞

n=0 cnu
2n (in closed form, cn = −(1− 2−(2n−1)) B2n

(2n)!), we have

Γ′b(b
−1x+ b

2)

Γb(b−1x+ b
2)
∼− 1

2b
(1− 2x) log b+

1

b

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

[ −e−xt
1− e−t +

1

2
(1− 2x)e−t +

1

t

]
−
∞∑
n=1

cnb
4n−1

∫ ∞
0

dt
t2n−1e−xt

1− e−t (A.25)

All these integrals can be evaluated in closed form. The main ingredient we will need is an integral

expression for log Γ(z):

log Γ(z) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

[
e−zt − e−t

1− e−t + (z − 1)e−t
]
, Re(z) > 0 . (A.26)

Differentiating this many times gives the polygamma functions

ψ(m)(z) = (−1)m+1

∫ ∞
0

dt
tme−zt

1− e−t , Re(z) > 0, m > 0 . (A.27)

This allows us to immediately evaluate all the integrals:

Γ′b(b
−1x+ b

2)

Γb(b−1x+ b
2)
∼ 1

2b
(2x− 1) log b+

1

b
log

√
2π

Γ(x)
−
∞∑
n=1

cnb
4n−1ψ(2n−1)(x) . (A.28)

The only slightly challenging aspect here is to evaluate the integral giving the constant log
√

2π.

We finally only have to integrate this up, using knowledge of the value at x = 1
2 . Integration

with respect to the argument is the same as integration with respect to x, after division by b, and

gives us

log Γb(b
−1x+ b

2) ∼ 1

2b2

(
1

2
− x
)2

log b+
2x− 1

4b2
log(2π)− 1

b2

∫ x

1
2

dt log Γ(t)

−
∞∑
n=0

cn+1b
4n+2

(
ψ(2n)(x)− ψ(2n)(1/2)

)
(A.29)

31The series in b doesn’t converge uniformly, so we won’t get a convergent series. But truncating the expansion at

a given n, the remainder is bounded by a constant times bn+1, so integrating term by term does give an asymptotic

series.
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We can also take the parameter x to be large, and match this to a small b expansion of the pre-

vious section. These expansions agree perfectly, including matching the leading order asymptotics

of the constant term

log Γ0(b) ∼ 1

24b2
log b+

1

2b2

(
logA− 1

12
log 2

)
+ · · · . (A.30)

B Further results for the fusion kernel

In this appendix we will record some lengthy technical results for properties of the fusion kernel

omitted from the main text.

B.1 Residues at subleading poles

In section 4, we derived MFT OPE data and corrections due to non-vacuum exchange for subleading

double-twists by studying the global limit of the residues of the kernel at its subleading poles.

Furthermore, in section 4, we derived the heavy-light semiclassical Virasoro blocks (in the case that

the heavy operator is dual to a conical defect in the bulk) by summing over residues of the kernel

in this semiclassical limit. In this subsection we will present the finite-c values for the residues from

which these results were derived.

The residue of the fusion kernel with the vacuum exchanged in the T-channel at its subleading

poles is given by

Res
αs=α1+α2+mb

Sαs1 = −Γb(2Q)Γb(Q+mb)

(2π)1+m
2 Γb(Q)2

b
m
2

+ 1
2
m(m+1)b2

(
m−1∏
`=0

Γ(b2(`−m))

)
Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 −mb)Γb(2α1 + 2α2 −Q+mb)

Γb(Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − 2mb)Γb(2α1 + 2α2 −Q+ 2mb)

(
Γb(Q− 2α1 −mb)Γb(2α1 +mb)

Γb(2Q− 2α1)Γb(2α1)
× (α1 → α2)

)
.

(B.1)

This can be reduced to an expression involving only normal gamma functions using the shift

relations (A.2), but we do not find it particularly illuminating to do so.

In (2.18), we gave a formula for the non-vacuum kernel that captured all singularities at the

leading pole. To compute the residues at the subleading poles, we will need to sum over multiple

contributions from the contour integral in (2.10). In particular, after taking α2 → Q− α2 so that

all the relevant singularities come form the integral, the residues of the integrand at s = Q−V2 +`b
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for ` ≤ m contribute to the singularity at αs = α1 + α2 +mb. At the end of the day, one finds

Sαsαt =

m∑
`=0

(
`−1∏
k=0

1

2 sin(πb(Q+ kb))

)
Sb(Q+ α1 − α2 − αs + `b)Sb(Q− α1 + α2 − αs + `b)Sb(α1 + α2 − αs + `b)2

Sb(2Q− 2αs + `b)Sb(Q+ α1 + α2 − αs − αt + `b)Sb(α1 + α2 − αs + αt + `b)

Γb(α1 − α2 + αs)Γb(−α1 + α2 + αs)Γb(Q+ α1 − α2 − αs)Γb(Q− α1 + α2 − αs)
Γb(Q− 2αs)Γb(2αs −Q)

Γb(2Q− α1 − α2 − αs)2Γb(Q− α1 − α2 + αs)
2Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(2αt)Υb(αt)

2

Γb(Q− 2α1 + αt)Γb(Q− 2α2 + αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)
+ (regular at αs = α1 + α2 +mb).

(B.2)

The coefficient of the fusion kernel with non-vacuum exchange in the T-channel at its subleading

double poles is given by

dRes
αs=α1+α2+mb

Sαsαt

=

m∑
n=0

(
m−n−1∏
k=0

1

2 sin(πb(Q+ kb))

)
Γb(Q)2bn(1+(n+1)b2)

(2π)n+2

(
n−1∏
a=0

Γ(b2(a− n))2

)
Γb(2αt)Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(αt + nb)Γb(Q− αt + nb)Υb(αt)

2

Γb(Q− 2α1 + αt)Γb(Q− 2α2 + αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)
Γb(2α1 +mb)Γb(2α2 +mb)Γb(Q− 2α1 −mb)Γb(Q− 2α2 −mb)Γb(Q− 2α1 − nb)Γb(Q− 2α2 − nb)

Γb(2α1 + nb)Γb(2α2 + nb)Γb(Q− αt − nb)Γb(αt − nb)
Γb(Q+mb)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 −mb)2Γb(2α1 + 2α2 + (m+ n)b−Q)

Γb(Q+ nb)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − (m+ n)b)Γb(Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − 2mb)Γb(2α1 + 2α2 + 2mb−Q)
.

(B.3)
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Similarly, the residue of the non-vacuum kernel at the subleading poles takes the hideous form

Res
αs=α1+α2+mb

Sαsαt

=

m∑
n=0

(
m−n−1∏
k=0

1

2 sin(πb(Q+ kb))

)
Γb(Q)2bn(1+(n+1)b2)

(2π)n+2

(
n−1∏
a=0

Γ(b2(a− n))2

)
Γb(2αt)Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(αt + nb)Γb(Q− αt + nb)Υb(αt)

2

Γb(Q− 2α1 + αt)Γb(Q− 2α2 + αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)
Γb(2α1 +mb)Γb(2α2 +mb)Γb(Q− 2α1 −mb)Γb(Q− 2α2 −mb)Γb(Q− 2α1 − nb)Γb(Q− 2α2 − nb)

Γb(2α1 + nb)Γb(2α2 + nb)Γb(Q− αt − nb)Γb(αt − nb)
Γb(Q+mb)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 −mb)2Γb(2α1 + 2α2 + (m+ n)b−Q)

Γb(Q+ nb)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − (m+ n)b)Γb(Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − 2mb)Γb(2α1 + 2α2 + 2mb−Q)[
2γb + 2nb log(b)− 2b

n−1∑
a=0

ψ(b2(a− n)) + 2ψb(Q+mb)− 2ψb(Q+ nb)− ψb(Q− 2α1 −mb)− ψb(Q− 2α2 − nb)

+ ψb(2α1 +mb)− ψb(2α1 + nb) + ψb(2α2 +mb)− ψb(2α2 + nb)− ψb(Q− 2α2 −mb)− ψb(Q− 2α1 − nb)
+ 2ψb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − (m+ n)b)− 2ψb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 −mb) + 2ψb(Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − 2mb)

+ 2ψb(2α1 + 2α2 + (m+ n)b−Q)− 2ψb(2α1 + 2α2 + 2mb−Q)

+ ψb(Q− αt − nb) + ψb(Q− αt + nb) + ψb(αt − nb) + ψb(αt + nb)

]
.

(B.4)

B.2 Exchange of subleading Virasoro double-twists

In the main text, we presented the exact formula for the fusion kernel in the case of exchange of

the leading Virasoro double twist in the T-channel. Here we record the (more complicated) form

of the kernel in the case of exchange of subleading double-twists

Sαs,2α2+mb

=

m∑
n=0

(
m−n−1∏
k=0

(2π)
1
2

2 sin(πb(Q+ kb))Γ(−b2(m− k))

)
b−

1
2

(m−n)(1+(1+m+n)b2)

Γb(2Q− 4α2 − 2mb)Γb(Q− 2α2 − nb)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 − nb)Γb(4α2 + 2mb)Γb(4α2 + (m+ n)b−Q)

Γb(Q+ nb)Γb(Q− 2α2 −mb)2Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2 −mb)Γb(2α2 +mb)2Γb(2α2 + nb)2

Γb(2Q− α1 − α2 − αs)Γb(Q− α1 + α2 − αs)2Γb(α1 + α2 − αs)Γb(α1 + α2 − αs + nb)Γb(Q− α1 − α2 + αs)

Γb(2Q− 2α2 − (m+ n)b)Γb(Q− 2α1 + 2α2 +mb)Γb(4α2 +mb−Q)Γb(2α1 + 2α2 + nb−Q)

Γb(−α1 + α2 + αs)
2Γb(α1 + α2 + αs −Q)Γb(α1 + α2 + αs + nb−Q)

Γb(Q− 2αs)Γb(2αs −Q)Γb(2Q− α1 − α2 − αs − nb)Γb(Q− α1 − α2 + αs − nb)
.

(B.5)

Notice that only certain terms in the sum contribute to a double pole at αs = α1 + α2 +m′b.
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B.3 Cross-channel blocks at c = 25

The conformal blocks at c = 25 with h1 = h2 = 15/16 and arbitrary h are known due to Zamolod-

chikov [63]:

F22
11 (α|z) = (16q)α(2−α)−1(z(1− z))−7/8θ−3

3 (q) (Q = 2 , h1 = h2 =
15

16
) (B.6)

where θ3(q) =
∑

n∈Z q
n2

is the Jacobi theta function, and q = exp[−π 2F1( 1
2
, 1
2
,1,1−z)

2F1( 1
2
, 1
2
,1,z)

]. Using (e.g. as

quoted in [102])

q ∼ e−
π2

log(16/(1−z)) , θ3(q) ∼
√

π

1− q as z → 1 (B.7)

leads to

F22
11 (0|1− z) z→0∼ π

3
2

16
z−

7
8

(
log

1

z

)− 3
2

(Q = 2 , h1 = h2 =
15

16
) (B.8)

This matches (2.29) and (2.30) upon plugging in the relevant values.

B.4 Branching from S- to T-channel

In the main text we analyzed the crossing kernel when branching T-channel blocks for pairwise

identical operators (11→ 22) into S-channel blocks (12→ 12). In this section we do the opposite.

The object of study is the kernel S̃αtαs = Sαtαs

[
α2 α2

α1 α1

]
. For sufficiently light external primaries,

the residues of this kernel at its leading poles controls the z → 1 asymptotics of the S-channel

Virasoro blocks (given by (2.32)).

The kernel S̃αsαt is of course still a meromorphic function of αs, now with simple poles at

αt = 2α1 + mb + nb−1, 2α2 + mb + nb−1, 2Q − 2α1 + mb + nb−1, 2Q − 2α2 + mb + nb−1 and

reflections (in αt), as well as quadruple poles at αt = Q + mb + nb−1 and αs = −mb − nb−1.

It is straightforward to compute e.g. the residues at the poles αt = 2α1 + mb, 2α2 + mb using

tools that we have previously developed. For example, the contour integral contributes a pole at

αt = 2α1 +mb, so for the purposes of extracting the residue at the leading pole, we may write the

kernel as

S̃αtαs =
Γb(Q− αt)4Γb(2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)Γb(2α2 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)

Γb(Q− 2αt)Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(Q+ α12 − αt + αs)Γb(2Q+ α12 − αt − αs)Γb(α1 + α2 − αs)
Γb(2αs)Γb(2Q− 2αs)Γb(−α12 + αt − αs)Γb(−α12 + αt + αs −Q)

Γb(Q− α1 − α2 + αs)Γb(2Q− α1 − α2 − αs)Γb(α1 + α2 + αs −Q)Γb(Q− α12 − αs)2Γb(−α12 + αs)2

+ (regular at αt = 2α1).

(B.9)

where we recall α12 = α1−α2. The residue of the kernel at the leading pole is then simply expressed
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as the following

Res
αt=2α1

S̃αtαs = −Γb(Q)

2π
×

Γb(Q− 2α1)4Γb(−2α12)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − 2α2)Γb(2Q− 2αs)Γb(2αs)

Γb(Q− 4α1)Γb(−α12 + αs)2Γb(Q− α1 − α2 + αs)2Γb(Q− α12 − αs)2Γb(2Q− α1 − α2 − αs)2
.

(B.10)

Similarly, to compute the residue at αt = 2α2 we send α2 → Q − α2 so that the contour integral

rather than the prefactor contributes the singularity at αt = 2α2. The end result is of course the

same as (B.10), but with α1 ↔ α2.

C Large internal weight asymptotics

In this appendix we take the large internal weight asymptotics of the expressions derived in the

main text for pairwise identical external operators. The final results are in (C.2) and (C.6).

C.1 Vacuum kernel

To study the large-internal dimension asymptotics of the vacuum kernel, we write αs = Q
2 + iP so

that we have

Sαs1 =
Γb(2Q)

Γb(Q)3Γb (2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α1) Γb (2α2) Γb(2Q− 2α2)
(C.1)

Γb

(
α1 + α2 − Q

2 + iP
)
× (3 terms with α↔ Q− α)

Γb(2iP )
× (P ↔ −P ).

For the purposes of computing the asymptotic density of OPE coefficients (cf (2.8)), we will be

interested in the P →∞ limit of this quantity.

To make sense of the large P limit, we need to consult (A.8) for the asymptotics of Γb(x). This

gives

Sαs1 ∼ 2−4P 2
e
π
√
c−1

6
P
P 4(h1+h2)− c+1

4 2
c+5
36 Γ0(b)6 Γb(2Q)

Γb(Q)3Γb (2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α1) Γb (2α2) Γb(2Q− 2α2)
.

(C.2)

C.2 Non-vacuum kernel

The asymptotics of the non-vacuum kernel are slightly trickier to study than the vacuum case,

since we need to work out the asymptotics of the s integral. First, writing αs = Q
2 + iP , we look at

the integrand in the limit P →∞ with the ratio σ ≡ s/P fixed. For this we need the asymptotics

of Sb(x); see equation (A.15). Since Sb has different asymptotic expansions in the upper and lower
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half-planes, the integrand has four different regions depending on the imaginary part of σ. Keeping

terms only to the leading order in P with nontrivial σ dependence, we have the following:

log

(
4∏

k=1

Sb(s+ Uk)

Sb(s+ Vk)

)

∼


−iπP 2 + 2πiQσP +O(P 0) Imσ > 1

−iπ(σ2 − 2iσ)P 2 + 2π(−α2 + α1 + iσ(Q− α2 + α1))P +O(P 0) 0 < Imσ < 1

iπ(σ2 + 2iσ)P 2 + 2π(−α2 + α1 − iσ(Q− α2 + α1))P +O(P 0) −1 < Imσ < 0

iπP 2 − 2iπQσP +O(P 0) Imσ < −1

(C.3)

Looking at the region 0 < Imσ < 1, there is a saddle-point at the edge, where σ = i, which is

where the contour of integration passes to the left of a pole at s ≈ αs (from V1). We can then take

the contour to follow the path of steepest descent away from this, along the line Reσ + Imσ = 1

between σ = i and σ = 1. This part of the contour, along with a piece that can be taken to run

to infinity in the positive imaginary direction, contributes a term of size e−2πQP (times an order

one piece and a phase e−iπP
2
). Similarly, a piece of the contour running from negative imaginary

infinity, to σ = −i, and then on to σ = 1, contributes a term of the same size.

We cannot, however, simply take these two pieces of contour to join near σ = 1 to form the

complete integration contour, since there are lines of poles starting near σ = 0, and going to the

right, to which the contour must pass to the left. To include this piece, we only need to take

the residues of the integrand at the poles; furthermore, as can be seen from the real part of the

asymptotic expansion above on the real axis, the poles further to the right will be exponentially

suppressed in P , so only the leftmost pole(s) are needed to leading order.

More explicitly, we can take a different limit with s fixed and P → ∞, with the only relevant

terms in the integrand giving

1

Sb(s+ V1)Sb(s+ V2)
∼ e−2π(s+α2−α1)P , (C.4)

and now to evaluate the integral we need only find the residues of poles at s = Q−V3 or s = Q−V4,

whichever is further to the left, including this exponential factor which suppresses poles lying further

to the right. For operators below the threshold ht <
c−1
24 , we can always choose Reαt <

Q
2 using

the reflection symmetry, so the relevant pole is at s = αt. If this pole alone dominates, the integral

asymptotically gives the following:∫ i∞

−i∞

ds

i

4∏
k=1

Sb(s+ Uk)

Sb(s+ Vk)
∼ Sb(αt + U1)Sb(αt + U2)Sb(αt + U3)Sb(αt + U4)

Sb(2αt)
e−2π(αt+α2−α1)P . (C.5)

This pole is more important than the other pieces, of order e−2πQP , as long as Re(αt+α2−α1) < Q;

this is always true for unitary operator dimensions. Finally, if ht >
c−1
24 , there are two poles that

give contributions of the same size, so we must add a second term, which simply takes αt −→ Q−αt.
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The special case αt = Q/2 can be found as a limit of the sum of both terms (each of which will

diverge, but with the sum approaching a finite limit).

Incidentally, a nice thing is that when we evaluated the identity block, the integral was given

by the same pole, so the αt → 0 limit should return us smoothly to the vacuum result above. This

is a useful check.

Now we need only include the prefactor. The pieces depending on αs get expanded just as for

the vacuum block, and the pieces depending on αt combine nicely with the integrand, giving

Sαsαt ∼2−4P 2
eπ(Q−2αt)PP 4(h1+h2)− c+1

4 2
c+5
36 Γ0(b)6

Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(Q− 2αt)

Γb(Q− αt)4Γb(2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)Γb(2α2 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)
.

(C.6)

The quantity relevant for the anomalous momenta (3.15) is the following ratio

Sαsαt
Sαs1

∼e−2παtP Γb (2α1)Γb(2Q− 2α1)

Γb(2α1 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α1 − αt)
Γb (2α2) Γb(2Q− 2α2)

Γb(2α2 − αt)Γb(2Q− 2α2 − αt)

× Γb(2Q− 2αt)Γb(Q− 2αt)Γb(Q)3

Γb(2Q)Γb(Q− αt)4
,

(C.7)

where recall that in the large-weight limit P ≈
√
hs. This reduces to the vacuum result when we

take αt to vanish. Recall that as written this applies for ht <
c−1
24 .

Properties

For light T-channel operators, we just have exponential decay e−2παtP with αt ∈ R. For heavy

T-channel operators, there is an exponential decay at a fixed rate e−πQP , along with oscillations.

For light external operators, (2.24) has a definite sign (always positive) when αt is lighter than

T-channel double-twists.

Another feature is the set of zeros in (2.24) at αt = 2α1,2. This is a nice result that dovetails

with a similar result in the Lorentzian inversion of T-channel global conformal blocks, as we now

explain. In the global case, if the T-channel block is for exchange of a spin-J operator whose twist is

precisely equal to 2h1 or 2h2, the 6j symbol vanishes [1,13]: i.e. writing a d-dimensional T-channel

global conformal block as G∆,J(1− z, 1− z̄),

dDiscT (G2h1+J,J(1− z, 1− z̄)) = 0 (C.8)

where dDiscT means that the operators are taken around z̄ = 1. Thus, the Lorentzian inversion

gives a vanishing result. The total result for the cross-channel decomposition involves non-analytic

contributions at low spin which are not captured by the Lorentzian inversion formula; however, at

large spin, these pieces can be neglected.

Returning to the present Virasoro case, then, recall that we evaluated the kernel Sαsαt for

αt = 2α1 or αt = 2α2 in (2.26). It is nonzero. There is no reason for it to vanish, in part because
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this is a chiral object, insensitive to the spin of the intermediate operator. However, in the limit

of large S-channel twist taken above, we see that zeroes emerge. This mimics the result in the

global case, providing yet another analogy between global double-twist operators [O1O2]m,` with

h = h1 + h2 +m and the Virasoro double-twists {O1O2}m,` with α = α1 + α2 +mb.

C.3 Heavy internal weight in the large-c limit

In the main text we compute the anomalous momenta in a large c limit in which the spin is scaled

with the central charge. The main technical ingredient needed for this computation is the ratio of

the non-vacuum to vacuum kernels in this limit (as seen in (3.15)). We will parameterize this limit

by taking

αs =
Q

2
+ ipsb

−1 (C.9)

and sending b→ 0 while keeping all other weights held fixed. As we will see, the computation will

be similar to the limit in which the internal weight is parametrically larger than the central charge.

Scaling s with b−1 as s = Sb−1, the integrand in the kernel (2.10) behaves in this limit as

log

(
4∏
i=1

Sb(s+ Ui)

Sb(s+ Vi)

)
∼
[
S − 1 + 2I(1− S)− I(S)− I(S − 1) + (1− S) log(1− S)− 3

2
log(2π)

+ I(
1

2
− ip+ S) + I(

1

2
+ ip+ S)− I(

1

2
− ip− S)− I(

1

2
+ ip− S)

]
b−2 +O(b0),

(C.10)

where I(x) =
∫ x

1
2
dt log Γ(t). As a function of S, the integrand should have poles extending to the

right at S ≈ 1
2 ± ip, 0, 1 (up to corrections of order b2). However there are also poles extending to

the left at S ≈ −1, 0, 1. To evaluate the integral will then require us to for example pick up the

residues of the poles extending to the right at S ≈ 0.

Noting that the poles of interest occur for s ∼ O(b), the part of the integrand dependent on ps
takes the following form in the large-c limit

log

(
1

Sb(s+ V1)Sb(s+ V2)

)
∼ log

(
Γ(1

2 + ips)Γ(1
2 − ips)

2π

)(
2s

b
− 2(h1 − h2) +O(b)

)
. (C.11)

Since b−1 is the large parameter and αt ∼ htb, we in principle have to care about the subleading

poles at s = αt+mb, since these are not a priori parametrically suppressed compared to the leading

pole. Evaluating the contributions of these poles to the integral, we have

∫
C′

ds

i

4∏
i=1

Sb(s+ Ui)

Sb(s+ Vi)
∼
∞∑
m=0

(−)m

(2πb2)mm!

(
Γ(1

2 + ips)Γ(1
2 − ips)

2π

)2(ht+m−h1+h2)

Sb(αt +mb)2Sb(Q− 2α1 + αt +mb)Sb(2α2 + αt −Q+mb)

Sb(2αt +mb)
,

(C.12)
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where in the second line we will only be keeping the leading terms in the small b expansion (recall

that αi ∼ hib). We can now combine with the prefactor and divide by the same limit of the vacuum

kernel to arrive at

Sαsαt
Sαs1

∼
∞∑
m=0

(−)m(2πb2)2(ht+m)

m!

Γ(2h1)Γ(2h2)(ht)
2
m(2h2 + ht − 1)m

Γ(2h1 − ht −m)Γ(2h2 − ht)(2ht)m

(
Γ(1

2 + ips)Γ(1
2 − ips)

2π

)2ht+2m

.

(C.13)

We see that the terms coming from the subleading poles do end up being suppressed relative to

the leading pole in this particular semiclassical limit. So in the large c limit we are left with

Sαsαt
Sαs1

∼ Γ(2h1)Γ(2h2)

Γ(2h1 − ht)Γ(2h2 − ht)
( c

6π
cosh(πps)

)−2ht
. (C.14)

In the ps ∼
√

6hs
c → ∞ limit, this reproduces the large-spin result (3.22). Similarly, as discussed

in section 3.3, in the limit that the spin is parametrically smaller than the central charge, this also

reproduces both the scaling with spin and the precise coefficient of the anomalous weights due to

T-channel exchange familiar from the usual lightcone bootstrap [5, 6].

D Lorentzian vacuum inversion in the Newtonian limit

In this appendix we derive the result for the leading anomalous twist due to the Virasoro vacuum

module, δh0 = −2α1α2, directly from the Lorentzian inversion formula, in the “Newtonian” limit

(h1, h2, c)→∞ ,
h1h2

c
fixed . (D.1)

In terms of momenta αi, the product α1α2 behaves as ∼ O(b0). (For instance, taking αi ∼ bhi with

hi ∼ b−1.)

In this limit, the T-channel Virasoro vacuum block is known to take the form [7]

Fvac(1− z) = exp

[
2h1h2

c
k4(1− z)

]
. (D.2)

To extract the anomalous twist δh0, we plug into the chiral inversion formula,∫ 1

0

dz

z2
k2(1−h)(z)

(
z

1− z

)h1+h2

Fvac(1− z) (D.3)

and extract the leading singularity near z = 0. Using

k4(1− z)|z�1 ∼ −6 log z , (D.4)

the inversion integral becomes∫ 1

0

dz

z
z−h+h1+h2− 12h1h2

c ∼ 1

h− (h1 + h2 − 12h1h2
c )

∼ 1

h− (h1 + h2 − 2α1α2)

(D.5)
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which is the desired result. Subleading anomalous twists δhm may be extracted from the subleading

behaviour near z = 0.

E Large spin analysis from old-fashioned lightcone bootstrap

Here we connect the large spin results of section 3.2 – derived without the use of conformal blocks

themselves – with the kinematic method using conformal blocks.

Let us consider crossing symmetry 2.2 for the case of interest where external operators are

identical in pairs∑
s

(C12s)
2F21

21 (αs|z) F̄21
21 (ᾱs|z̄) =

∑
t

C11tCt22F22
11 (αt|1− z) F̄22

11 (ᾱt|1− z̄) , (E.1)

Many of our results can be derived, with somewhat more work, by considering the z̄ → 1 limit

in which the insertions of operators become null separated. Recalling our convention F21
34 (α|z) ∼

zh−h1−h2 , the z̄ → 1 limit is dominated in the T-channel by the operator with the lowest h̄t, which

is the identity, ∑
s

(C12s)
2F21

21 (αs|z) F̄21
21 (ᾱs|z̄ → 1) ∼ F22

11 (0|1− z) (1− z̄)−2h̄2 (E.2)

No individual S-channel block is sufficiently singular in the z̄ → 1 limit to reproduce the appropriate

(1− z̄)−2h̄2 singularity of the T-channel, so we need an infinite number of them. The only way to

solve crossing is then by including infinite families of operators at large h̄s.

The coefficient of the singularity depends on z through the T-channel vacuum block F22
11 (0|1− z).

We can most easily relate this z-dependence to S-channel twists hs by subsequently taking the ad-

ditional limit z → 0, with z � 1− z̄, sometimes called the “double lightcone limit”. We can simply

read off the S-channel twists from the powers that appear in the small z expansion of F22
11 (0|1− z).

We derived the leading small z behaviour, appropriate for the m = 0 Regge trajectory, in section

2.3, essentially by reverse-engineering the known result for the double-twist spectrum from the

fusion kernel. For α1 + α2 <
Q
2 this goes as z−2α1α2 , coming simply from the leading pole of the

fusion kernel. Therefore, the twists must accumulate to hs = h1 + h2 − 2α1α2, which manifestly

reproduces our results (1.8) for m = 0 in a more laborious and less transparent way. Non-vacuum

T-channel exchanges have the same power, but with an additional log z, so including them as sub-

leading terms gives rise to anomalous twists. For Re(α1 +α2) > Q
2 , the z → 0 limit of the T-channel

vacuum block may be read off from (2.29). Finally, extracting the spin dependence of the spectral

density of Virasoro primaries requires understanding the antiholomorphic S-channel blocks in an

appropriate combined cross-channel, large dimension limit z̄ → 1, h̄s →∞.
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F Computations for interpretation of anomalous twists

In section 5.2, we gave an interpretation for the behavior of anomalous twists, due to an AdS

interaction familiar from previous work, but after changing to a new conformal frame in which

the relevant two-particle states are Virasoro primaries. In this appendix, we give details of the

calculation of the spin as measured in the new primary frame.

Mathematically, as explained in the text, the main step is to compute the monodromy of the

differential equation (5.9):

ψ′′(w) +

[
1

4
− 1− ν2

1

4

(
sinh ε1

cosh ε1 − cosw

)2

− 1− ν2
2

4

(
sinh ε2

cosh ε2 + cosw

)2
]
ψ(w) = 0 (F.1)

The ν parameters are related to conformal dimensions as h̄ = c
24(1− ν2), so in particular, if h̄� c,

ν is close to unity.

For generic w, as εi → 0, the terms with nontrivial w dependence in the ODE are unimportant,

so a basis of solutions to the ODE can be well-approximated by cos w2 and sin w
2 . However, when

w is of order ε1, we must take into account the first nontrivial term; writing w = ε1x and taking

ε1 → 0 with fixed x, the resulting limit of the ODE has simple solutions:

d2ψ

dx2
− 1− ν2

(1 + x2)2
ψ = 0 =⇒ ψ ∼


√
ε21 + w2 cos

(
ν1 arctan w

ε1

)
√
ε21 + w2 sin

(
ν1 arctan w

ε1

) (w = ε1x) (F.2)

Now we can find the coefficients of cos w2 and sin w
2 to which these solutions match, by expanding at

|w| � ε1 and reading off the constant and the coefficient of w
2 respectively. From this, we can write

a monodromy matrix which starts with a solution in the (cos w2 , sin
w
2 ) basis for −π < w < 0, solves

through the w ≈ 0 region, and reexpresses the result in the (cos w2 , sin
w
2 ) basis for 0 < w < π:

M0 =

(
ν1 sin

(
πν1
2

)
ε1 −ν1 cos

(
πν1
2

)
ε1

2 cos
(
πν1
2

)
2 sin

(
πν1
2

) )(
ν1 sin

(
πν1
2

)
ε1 ν1 cos

(
πν1
2

)
ε1

−2 cos
(
πν1
2

)
2 sin

(
πν1
2

) )−1

=

(
− cos(πν1) − ε1ν1

2 sin(πν1)
2

ε1ν1
sin(πν1) − cos(πν1)

)
(F.3)

We then repeat the analysis near w = π to get another monodromy matrix for passing through

that point:

Mπ =

(
cos(πν2) 2

ε2ν2
sin(πν2)

− ε2ν2
2 sin(πν2) cos(πν2)

)
(F.4)

Finally, we combine these to find the trace of the monodromy around the entire circle:

TrM = TrM0Mπ ∼
4

ε1ε2ν1ν2
sin(πν1) sin(πν2)− 2 cos(πν1) cos(πν2) (F.5)

Here, we have used εi � 1 to drop one term; however, we do not drop the last term, because in

some regimes of interest the remaining terms will be of comparable magnitude.
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To obtain the result (5.11) quoted in the text, it remains only to replace νi with conformal

dimensions, assumed much less than c, in which case we have sin(πν)
ν ∼ 12πh̄

c , cos(πν) ∼ −1:

TrM ∼
(

24π

c

)2 h̄1h̄2

ε1ε2
− 2 (F.6)
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